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Abstract

This research is analyzing alternative value configurations for 5G Micro Operators (uO) in Factory of
Future (FoF) context. For this aim, emerging business opportunities for uOs in the context of FoF
explored through novel combination of heretofore-separate FoF’s needs and underemployed resources
focusing on the data. Since the FoF is Internet of Things (IoT) enabled context, the identified resources
and needs have been categorized based on 4C layers of Internet Business Model aiming at easier and
more structured analyze of Internet-based Business Models. The research question has been answered
through covering abovementioned aspects.
This thesis offers extensive theoretical understanding on business models, business opportunities, value
configuration, Factory of Future, Industry 4.0 and 5G ,which has enabled the author to collect a high
quality dataset. An inductive research approach with undertaking the qualitative single case study research
strategy within an exploratory type of research have been chosen. The primary data collected through
Micro Operator Factory Workshop that was held at April 2018 with ten participants including researchers
from uO5G project side, experts from factory side and the factories’ head of research strategy department
that came together and discussed impressively about FoF. In order to enhance the qualitative rigor, the
Gioia methodology as a systemic approach and analytical logic for linking data to proposition and
develop new persuasive concept has been applied.
As a result of data analyses, the author uncovered eleven themes from identified FoF’s needs and
resources. Next, the findings sub-grouped based on the 4C layers (Connection, Content, Context and
Commerce) of Internet Business Model to answer first research sub-question. Besides, the research
proposed emerging business opportunities as alternative value configurations for uO in context of the case
company as FoF including Product Business, Component Business, Platform Business and Supplementary
Business to answer second research sub-question. The author also proposed a Mixed type of business for
uO as a new concept. Additionally, author has modified the theoretical framework of resource
configuration in a digitally enabled world (data as resource in this study) presented by Amit& Han (2017)
and customized it based on context requirements and has completed it with adding the 4C layers Internet
Business Model distribution alongside emerging business opportunities for uOs in FoF context.
The key result of the paper indicates that there are considerable potential business opportunities for new
players like uOs within FoF context. The uOs through novel combination of context related needs and
resources are able to propose their value alternatively according to business opportunities. The findings
considerably contributes the existing literature from various aspects and can be utilized broadly by
industrial managers. Overall, this study offers a comprehensive description of the under-investigated topic
through providing appropriately defined theoretical foundation, reliable data analysis and well-argued
conclusion.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Introduction to the Subject

New generation of mobile network technologies known as 5G has become a
pertinent topic for academic discussion and industry attention. By increasing
digitalization, the society heavily depends on reliable communication and secure data
exchange through advanced technologies. The 5G network as a game changer
(European Commission, 2016) is expected to revolutionize cities and industries by
meeting the massive and ultra-reliable requirements of machine type communication
within smart cities and vertical industries (Pujol et al., 2016). The 5G network
infrastructure as key asset to support societal transformation, enable 4th generation of
industrial revolution (I4.0) which will affect multiple sectors (5G-PPP, 2016, p. 3).
Likewise, considerable advancement in technologies like sensors and data
acquisition systems in one hand and competitive nature of nowadays businesses on
the other hand, force the factories to implement high-tech methodologies and move
toward smart factories (Lee et al., 2015). The concept of Cyber Physical System
(CPS) defined by Baheti & Gill (2011) as “a new generation of systems with
integrated computational and physical capabilities that can interact with humans
through many new modalities” (Baheti & Gill, 2011). Therefore, CPS emerged by
I4.0 and Internet of Things (IoT) based manufacturing resulted in fundamental
transformation in manufacturing area, which makes data, people, processes, services
and production machines connected, and integrated. Therefore, the Factory of the
Future (FoF) as one of the most important digital innovative use cases of 5G in
Europe (5G-PPP, 2016) would has huge amount of machine type communication
requirements. In the FoF, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and
automation technology will become fully integrated and all subsystems including
producing and non-producing segments and customers will be networked and
consolidated into one system. One of the key enablers for such fundamental
transformation is 5G network, which is able to connect billions of devices to address
today’s versatile location specific demands of vertical sectors and take care of
communication requirements of FoF by ensuring quality, security and safety. In
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addition, the traditional wireless communication business ecosystem will
dramatically alter where 5G enable the communication of billions of devices and
objects (IoT) and open the market for new entrants by extenuate the entrance barriers
to compete with domain players in telecommunication ecosystem (Matinmikko et al.,
2017b). Therefore, considerable opportunities is expected for new players emerging
to telecommunication ecosystem to operate as complementary of dominant players
within ecosystem like mobile network operators. Due to the fact that nowadays,
growing versatile requirements from public, commercial or industrial (FoF) premises
owners to have local specific services and license-exempt frequencies for their own
purpose (Ahokangas et al., 2016a), offering such services is impossible for dominant
traditional Mobile network Operators (MNOs) with current business model. Because
building separate indoor networks within same facilities is expensive and complex
issue for MNOs, which could be mitigated by sharing the assets that currently owned
by dominant players with others aiming at stablishing innovative revenue streams
(Matinmikko et al., 2017a).
The concept of Micro Operator (uO) introduced as one of new entrants into 5G
telecommunication network to boost local service delivery (Matinmikko et al.,
2017a). The uO is a disruptive innovation introduced by Ahokangas et al (2016a) as
complementary for MNOs in indoor/small cell 5G environment. This study build on
initial definition of ‘uO’ as “an entity that combines connectivity with specific
content services in spatially confined domains and dependent on appropriate
spectrum resources” (Ahokangas et al., 2016a, p. 143). As mentioned earlier, FoF
with huge amount of machine type communication requirements would has
considerable opportunities for uOs to “offer connectivity and content specific
services in spatially confined domains” (Ahokangas et al., 2016a).
Since the successful enterprise implementations are not just because of technology
innovation, rather come from intelligently coordinated innovation of product, service
and Business Model (BM) (Berthelsen, 2015, p. 3), the vital role of BM has to be
taken into consideration. The BM determines how a business cerate and capture
value (Teece, 2010). Despite considerable research efforts have been done around
different aspects of emerging 5G, the BM related literatures is limited (Matinmikko
et al., 2017b; Ahokangas et al., 2016a). BM as a tool that bridge abstract strategies
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and practical level of decision and action (Ahokangas et al., 2016a) plays a role of
mediator between technology development and economic value creation and align
them (Chesbrough & Appleyard, 2007) and indicate that how value be created and
captured alternatively by combination of players needs and available resources in
practice. Digitization has changed the ways of exploring and exploiting of business
opportunities by expanding the scope of resources and needs that a firm could
utilizes and addresses, respectively. (Amit & Han, 2017). Advancement in
communication and computing technologies result in expanded access of firms to
resources and enhance effectiveness at which resources are exchanged, combined
and integrated. The BM should be sensitive to changes in its environment and should
be adapted by emerging technologies through changing ways of value creation and
capture concerning their contextual features to ensure the survival of businesses.
Accordingly, the ‘4C Typology of Internet BMs’ consist of Connection, Content,
Context and Commerce related BMs proposed by (Wirtz et al., 2010) is followed in
this study in order to easier and structured analyze of Internet-based BMs within
ecosystem. Due to the exploratory nature of this study, this study aims to figure out
how uOs enabled by 5G are able to benefit from combination of underutilized
resources and addressable needs in FOF (which embedded in I4.0) to create and
capture value for transaction partners (see figure 1).

Figure 1 Abstract of research objective

1.2

The Background of Research

In order to understanding previous relevant research to this topic, in following
section the most relevant publishes to research topic would be identified and be
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evaluated. Through literature review, researcher is able to become conversant with
the literature and identifies exist possible gaps or ideas in order to refine the research
(Wilson, 2010)
The concept of Industry 4.0 is revived in 2011 and is relatively young research field.
Despite a growing attention has been paid recently to I4.0 technical-scientific side,
economic and management related issues has been neglected (Muller-Seitz et al.,
2016).
Recently, Müller et al. (2017) have done a research concerning I4.0 and BM which is
investigating the impact of I.40 on BM elements of manufacturing SMEs (including
value creation, value capture and value offer) and proposed several possibilities for
manufacturing SMEs to innovate their BM. The findings support the idea that
‘process digitalization’, ‘smart manufacturing’ and ‘inter-company connections’ as
I4.0 dimensions, affect value creation and capture mechanism and accurate and
consistent data exchange in real time, allows optimization through data analyses,
demand balancing and predictive analyses within value network. Authors suggest
that future investigations could be concerning how I4.0 transform the BM of
organizations that apply CPS. Therefore, since in this study the value creation and
capture proposed as main elements of BM, research about alternative value
configuration within FoF could be along with filling suggested gap. Burmeister et al.
(2016) investigating on impact of right I4.0 BM through systematic process of BM
innovation on company’s market position and profitability. They suggest that I4.0
will be a main driver for the implementation of BM Innovation activities in industry.
(Burmeister et al., 2016)
Concerning internet base BM issue, the literature review shows that there is not
enough research on BM in context of IoT (Turber & Samiela, 2014) and how IoT
affect BM (Turber et al., 2015). In addition, there is lack of practical business
ecosystem perspective in IoT context (Westerlund et al., 2014, p. 11). Fleisch et al.
(2014) have investigated on role of the internet in BM and impact of internet waves,
which result in new digital BM patterns. They also indicate some of the key
challenges in implementation of such new patterns of BMs. Nevertheless, they did
not consider the role of rapid evolution of wireless protocols and central role of
mobile communication network as mediator between digital environment and
physical one. Most importantly, this study does not consider the suppliers market and
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role of manufacturers in value creation layers in IoT application process. While, by
looking at the whole ecosystem, it will raise numerous decisive factors in efficiency
of businesses in digital age. (Fleisch et al., 2014). In addition, research on BM as a
whole instead of focusing on some of its component in isolation is highly
recommended (Kiel et al., 2016). Müller-Seitz et al. (2016) in their paper examined
pursuance of network based BM innovations (BMI) and they mentioned that
interchangeability of technologies could have positive effect on BM due to new and
innovative possibilities for all networked players. (Muller-Seitz et al., 2016). In terms
of looking at BM in context of industrial internet ecosystem, Iivari et al. (2016)
indicate that in IoT brings numerous mutually connected opportunities. In order to
fully benefit from opportunities, companies have to position themselves in their
ecosystem so that to lead to dynamic value co-creation and co-capture between
ecosystem players. (Iivari et al., 2016). Concerning novel potential of value creation
in digital age, Amit & Han (2017) discuss about novel and distinct value creation
sources and resource configuration prototypes come from firms’ digitalization by
reimaging boundary of their resource configuration. The main logic of study is on
organizing access to resources controlled by value co-creators (VCC). Their study
resulted in four different resource configuration prototypes, which as future study,
suggested to examine the variation in resource configuration prototypes enabled by
digitization and understanding their implications on value creation (Amit & Han,
2017).
The findings from previous studies related to this study regarding uO, conduct
general and overall understanding about uO driven business ecosystem in 5G
context. To be more precise, concept of uO proposed by Ahokangas et al. (2016a)
includes seeing it an entity that combine connectivity with local services while is
dependent on available spectrum resources. Authors suggest that uOs are able to
meet distinct requirements of different industry verticals in digital age and bring
added value in locally needed specific services in small cell indoor environments.
Casey et al. (2010) analyzed possible value network configurations around local
wireless area access. Due to progressive demand for ubiquitous wireless access,
importance of wireless local access residing in indoor location has increased. Casey
et al. (2010) proposed that a value network consists of interlinked business actors and
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their relationship and technical components. According to which, seven different
value network configuration (VNC) identified that each of them is controlled by a
dominant actor (Casey et al., 2010). Walia (2016) expand the study of Casey et al.
(2010) about Techno-economic analysis of 5G local area access in industrial
machine-to-machine communications which resulted in five alternative VNC consist
of ‘Micro-operator driven VNC’, ‘MNO driven VNC A & B’ and’ Industry Driven
VNC A & B’. Since the context and scope of mentioned study is highly close to this
study, the ‘Micro Operator Driven VNC’ would be considered as initial pattern of the
study.
According to mentioned studies, scientists’ findings show that majority of
investigations have been done in high level and did not provide detailed and case
specific results. Particularly, process of value creation and value capture by uO
through novel connections of resources and needs and alternative value configuration
in FoF context could be considered as neglect part of relative studies. In addition,
there is less attention in depth about potential business opportunities for micro
operators.
1.3

Objectives of the Study and Research Questions

As mentioned earlier, the 5G network as enabler of I4.0 is expected to revolutionize
the vertical industries by providing reliable services to serve ultra-reliable
requirements of multiple sectors like FoF. I4.0 enabled by 5G as set of disruptive
innovations implemented in a value chain promises to make production process
highly flexible and address the trends of digitalization. In essence, I4.0 encompasses
the technical integration of CPS into manufacturing and logistics mechanisms and
implementation of IoT and services in industrial processes, which will affect value
creation, BMs, downstream services and work organization (Kagermann et al., 2013,
p. 14)
Since such fundamental changes through 5G network is taking place from one hand
and ultra-reliable requirements are growing from FoF in other hand, many business
opportunities are expected to emerge for new players like uOs to meat coming
demands as complementary of domain players. Therefore, the main purpose of the
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study is to determine emerging business opportunities for uOs in the context of FoF.
For this aim, uOs would be able to propose value though alternatively arrangement
of activities and resources (alternative value configuration). Since business
digitization emphasizes an value creation centric perspective for organizing resource
configurations, (Amit & Han, 2017, p. 228) identifying utilizable resources and
addressable needs within main manufacturing processes is crucial. In order to easier
and structured analyze way Internet-based BMs within FoF, identified resources and
needs will be categorized based on 4C layers of Internet BM throughout the research
(see figure 2). Consequently, by analyzing current situation of case factory and
interaction between various services inside factory and its relation by third parties,
deep understanding about needs and resources of all value creation processes within
smart manufacturing can achieve.

Figure 2 Resources and needs within manufacturing processes

Accordingly, the objective of the research is to analyze emerging alternative value
configurations for uO which makes it possible to identify the role of uO in novel
ways of value creation and value capture in FoF context. Therefore, the research
endeavors to explicate the considerable potential business opportunities for uO in
FoF context. Various types of arrangements between resources and needs are able to
provide alternative value configuration opportunities within FoF that can be
undertake by uO in case factory context. Based on obtained initial perception,
identified needs and resources of main manufacturing micro processes will be
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matched and bridged to explore alternative uO business opportunities as value
configurations (see figure 3).

Figure 3 Dimensions of research

It is expected that several value configurations be explored for uO in case factory
context that is unknown so far. In order to accomplish this goal, the study will focus
on answering the main research question that guides through the research and simply
helps to reach the objectives:


What alternative value configurations could emerge for 5GuO in factory of
future context?

In order to answer main research question and uncover the rationale behind the
emerging alternative value configuration for uO, supportive sub-questions have been
developed. These sub-questions are


What are the main resources and need of connection, content, context and
commerce layers among main manufacturing processes in factory context?



What are potential business opportunities for uO come from various
combinations of resources and needs in factory context and which roles uO
can take in FoF value network?
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Because a narrower scope lets to clarify the problem and to dwell deeper into it, its
noteworthy that the scope of this study is narrowed to Data level to provide a ground
to answer the research questions more precisely. This study will be able to provide
the industrial managers with valuable results, which are achieved through qualitative
analyses of the case study. The research findings will help the industry players to
depict the novel ways of value creation in contextual setting of this research and
benefit from emerging business opportunities. For academic contribution, this study
could add value to Internet BM literature by introducing business opportunities at
each of the 4C layers. Concerning value configuration, the result of this research
provide the novel ways of value creation and capture in digital age with more focus
on needs and resources. Based on it, this study will contribute to BM and value
configuration in practice and theory through finding decisive role of uO in context of
factory of future (FoF) for there is not such efforts in literature so far.

1.4

Structure of the Research

The research continue with description of contextual setting of study including 5G,
I4.0, FoF and uO. The research related literature as main insight of relevant
theoretical framework is reviewed in chapter three, which includes BM, business
opportunities and value configuration. After this section, the research design and data
collection and analyzing method is presented in chapter four which followed by data
analyses and findings in chapter five. The research is finalized in discussion and
conclusion within chapter six presenting theoretical and practical implementation of
results and considering the limitations, some future research recommendations have
proposed last.
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2

CONTEXT OF THE RESERCH

Traditionally, manufacturing has been processes that turns raw materials into
physical products through fragmented segments. Digitalization has deeply reshaped
the business and has transformed the manufacturing towards fast-moving market that
more flexibility, shorter response time and greater resource efficiency is demanded
for meeting customers’ needs (IEC, 2015). This chapter is about contextual scope of
this study. First, the 5G network structure as empowering factor of vertical industries
has been discussed as wider context of the study, which is followed by brief
description of I4.0 and its components from several scientist point of view. Within
the 5G and I4.0 context, the concept of FoF is discussed in which the novel concept
of uO in context is considered.

2.1

Fifth Generation Telecommunications

Over the last few years, new generation of mobile network technologies known as
5G became a pertinent topic for academic discussion and industry attention. The
current telecommunication market is monopolized by dominant traditional MNOs
who offer services to masses through longtime licensed and expensive infrastructure
while huge amount of mobile traffic demand, which mostly generated from indoors
is not cost efficient to serve by MNOs anymore and calls agile change in their
business models (Yrjölä et al., 2018). As mentioned above, by emerging 5G and
growing digitalization, considerable shift toward more innovative way of doing
business became necessary and combination of IoT and 5G will result in massive
business shift in 5G ecosystem (Palattella et al., 2016).
In line with increasing digitalization, the 5G as a game changer (European
Commission, 2016) is expected to revolutionize cities and industries by meeting the
massive and ultra-reliable requirements of machine type communication within smart
cities and vertical industries (Pujol et al., 2016). The 5G networks are expected to
disrupt wireless communication market bringing high speed, safe and secure
connectivity to meet versatile requirements of various industry verticals (5G-PPP,
2016).
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Even more importantly, the traditional wireless communication business ecosystem
will dramatically alter where 5G enable the communication of billions of devices and
objects (IoT) and open the market for new entrants by extenuate the entrance barriers
to compete with domain players in telecommunication ecosystem (Matinmikko et al.,
2017b).
Therefore the change in role of current stakeholders within ecosystem is inevitable
and players like access providers, radio access network outsourcing players, IoT
players and content owners will change and new players like connectivity providers,
asset providers and partner service provider will emerge as Pujol et al. (2016)
granularly discussed in (Pujol et al., 2016). In addition, adoption of 5G is not only a
technological evolution rather beside the considerably different technical demands,
there are several challenges regarding current regulatory regime and spectrum
authorization ahead, which necessitate the fundamental change in these areas as well
which described in (Matinmikko et al., 2017b). Therefore, successfully
implementation of 5G could support such substantial transformation, which entails
identifying and anticipating key vertical sectors requirements and relevant trends
respectively and then mapping them into 5G design as mentioned by (5G-PPP, 2016,
p. 3). They continue by granularly identifying the most important digital innovative
use cases of 5G in Europe identified namely: Factories of the Future, Automotive,
Health, Energy and Media & Entertainment. It seems clearly that 5G network is
decisive factor in future factories due to its “real time and large traffic volume
capabilities” (5G-PPP, 2016, p. 4). Palattella et al. (2016) state that 5G by serving a
huge number of devices in lower cost and consumption is able to realize a truly
global IoT (Palattella et al., 2016). Since 5G network infrastructure as key asset to
support societal transformation, will lead to I4.0 revolution and will affect multiple
sectors (5G-PPP, 2016, p. 3), the concept of I4.0 as ground for FoF are discussed in
next two section. In this study, the case company is enabled by such technical
rudiments, which assumed to be provide by service and infrastructure providers
within ecosystem.
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2.2

Fourth Industrial Revolution: Industry 4.0

Today factories have faced fast growing market demands, which necessitate agile
and flexible responses from factory side, which requires fundamental changes in
whole manufacturing process (industrial revolution). The first industrial revolution
happened where mechanical manufacturing equipment applied in factories and
followed mass production of goods as second industrial revolution. Then electronic
and IT based manufacturing systems employed which result in third (digital)
industrial revolution. The concept of Industry 4.0 refers to fourth industrial
revolution based on applying IoT based manufacturing which first time introduced
by Germany Federal Government as one of the key initiatives of its high-tech
strategy in 2011. In the United States, it has been called ’Industrial Internet’.
It has been become the name of recent trend of automation and data exchange in
manufacturing technologies. There is a growing trend toward studying I4.0 by
worldwide particularly Europe scientists. The result of an English language literature
review in 2017 shows that mostly (83%) involved from Europe (Liao et al., 2017, p.
3619). As can be seen, this phenomenon attract substantial amount of scientists’
attention in literatures, which raise different description about components of I4.0 in
recent years. In the next paragraph, the main components of I4.0, which empower it
concisely, are presented.
Alongside with implementation of IoT as main enabler for fourth industrial
revolution, production process change from physical processes toward CPS. Industry
4.0 has defined as “digitization of the manufacturing sector, with embedded sensors
in virtually all product components and manufacturing equipment, ubiquitous cyber
physical systems, and analysis of all relevant data” (McKinsey, 2015). The concept
of IoT introduced by Kevin Ashton (2009). He suggest that IoT can be created by
adding radio frequency identification (RFID) tags or other kind of sensors to any
object (Ashton, 2009). In less than ten years, the concept of IoT has attracted huge
amount of scientists’ attention and defined from various aspects. Ng & Wakenshaw
(2017) in their review paper of the Internet-of-Things identify it as “a network of
entities that are connected through any form of sensor, enabling these entities, which
we term as Internet-connected constituents, to be located, identiﬁed, and even
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operated upon” (Ng & Wakenshaw, 2017). CPS is ‘networks of microcomputers,
sensors and actuators in that can be embedded in materials, devices or machines and
are connected through the internet (Burmeister et al., 2016, p. 126) and are in
interaction with each other to reach common goals. The Industry 4.0 Working Group
of High-Tech Strategy 2020 for Germany indicate three key component for I4.0
including IoT, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and Smart Factories which have
defined the smart factory “as a factory that context-aware assists people and
machines in execution of their tasks” (Hermann et al., 2016, p. 3929). Four emerging
technology trends categorized as Mobility, Sensorization, Security and Wireless will
empower industry 4.0 and smart factories (Frost & Sullivan, 2015, p. 10). McKinsey
(2015) introduced ‘Data, computational power, and connectivity’,’ Analytics and
intelligence’, ‘Human-machine interaction’ and ‘Digital-to-physical conversion’ as
four clusters of disruptive technologies and identified eight value drivers for I4.0 as
follow:

Resource/process,

Asset

utilization,

Labor,

Inventories,

Quality,

Supply/demand match, Time to market and Service/aftersales (McKinsey, 2015). Lee
et al. (2015) go further and describe step-by-step that how CPSs would apply in
manufacturing companies (See figure 4). They indicate five level CPS structure that
categorized under two main functional components; the ‘advanced connectivity &
intelligent data management’, ’analytics & computational capability’. (Lee et al.,
2015)

Figure 4 5C architecture for implementation of Cyber-Physical System (adapted from Lee et
al., 2015, p. 19)

Where the CPSs work with each other interactively and cooperate, huge amount of
valuable data manufacture in real time. Created data is able to create value for
factory and if it processes, combines, manages and utilizes in the most proper way
would reduce fictions and increase the agility of FoF.
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2.3

Factory of Future (FoF)

There is increasing scientific evidences that FOF will be different in various aspect in
compare with traditional ones. Due to highly changing market, agile response of FoF
is vital to survive. Combination of ‘virtual’ and ‘real’ that give a complete view on
value chain, allows factories to product more efficiently, and reach to greater outputs
by minimum resource consumption. (IEC, 2015). Digitization bring about novel
resources and data flow and processed information play a decisive role in FoF that
has to manage to utilized in right time and right place. Colombo & Karnouskos
(2009) indicate that real-time information and optimal operation in flexible ways is
essential part of future service oriented factories, which requires information flow via
all layers from the shop ﬂoor up to the business process level (Colombo &
Karnouskos, 2009).
According to Siemens’ Electronics Manufacturing Plant in Erlangen that is
transforming to future factory, indicate that simulation, 3D printing and lightweight
robots as innovative technologies driving the I4.0. According to this report, before
real production, its digital twin be created and optimized then flexible production
occur to meet customers rapidly changing demands. (Kirchberger, 2017)
In the 5G PPP, five use case families introduced as future manufacturing; first on is
‘Time critical process optimization inside factory’ which increase efficiency,
workers satisfaction, safety and security in compare with traditional one. Second, is
‘Non time critical in factory’ that increase efficiency, flexibility and ecosustainability and minimize stock levels. Third, is ‘Remote Control’, which increase
quality of production and processes.

Fourth, is ‘Intra/Inter Enterprise

Communication’ which increase time and cost efficiency and last one is ‘Connected
Goods’ which increase sale of new product and services and improve design of
products and processes. Considering the current evolution of technologies, first and
last use cases introduce the most novel challenges with respect to the seamless
wireless integration. (5G-PPP, 2015). Shrouf et al. (2014) in their proposed
‘reference architecture for IoT-based smart factory in industry 4.0’ identified several
sets of technology and several perspectives as smart factory’s component which
include: ‘Smart Machines’, ‘Smart devices’, ‘Smart manufacturing processes’,’
Smart Engineering’, ‘Manufacturing IT’, ‘Smart logistics’,’ Big Data and the Cloud
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computing Data’,’ Smart suppliers’ and ‘Smart Grid’. They indicate that cloud
computing big data within FoF, will improve manufacturing processes and result in
value creation and profound opportunities for factory and add value based on
collected data. (Shrouf et al., 2014). Through the next section, some sets of
technologies and approaches, which turn a traditional factory into FoF will be
presented. Such technologies that mostly are software-based provide factory with
real time and valuable proceed data (information) in high level of reliability and
speed. Through implementation of these kind of technologies and approaches,
intelligence is added to manufacturing processes that leads to dramatic excess of
efficiency within all layers of organization. In next section one of most important
data process requirement, Cloud Computing ‘and concept of ‘as a Service’ as
components of Cloud Computing introduce.

2.3.1 Key Processes of FoF
Traditional manufacturing involved fragmented processes-which turned the raw
materials into product in factory place-will transform into technically interconnect
steps of the manufacturing process. Indeed, a fundamental transformation will
happen from fragmented siloes toward integrated system of systems (SoS) with
applying the customers’ need in the manufacturing process (IEC, 2015). Thus,
changing in manufacturing paradigms is inevitable and global trends are moving
toward more customer specific product through high-tech enablers in way that is
more efficient. Undeniably, I4.0 is a transformation from optimizing physical assets
toward optimizing data and information leveraged along the product lifecycle
(McKinsey, 2015). In McKinsey report, authors indicate that at each of physical
production steps, digital format of the information work as enabler through easily
exchangeable data and visualized process. Indeed, virtual processes in parallel with
real physical processes are carried out within digital design of the product through
the digitally directed and controlled manufacturing process that result in digital
monitoring of the product in operation and ends in the recycling of the product (see
figure 5) (McKinsey, 2015).
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Figure 5 End-to-End information flow across lifecycle (adapted from McKinsey, 2015, p. 19)

In terms of manufacturing processes, I4.0 allows integration of production and
logistics processes, nearly real time communication across the production processes
and flexible production process due to valuable stored data in Cloud (Gerbert et al.,
2015). Systematically looking at case factory, it involves numerous processes and
micro processes that are directly or indirectly in interaction with each other like
production process and its various micro processes. Thanks to emerging I4.0,
production life cycle forced to change as well as other components of factory, such
modification will affect micro processes of production line as well. Shrouf et al.
(2014) by proposing ‘Reference architecture for IoT-based smart factory’ particularly
from process point of view defined the smart manufacturing processes as a“dynamic,
efficient, automated and real-time process communication for the management and
control of a highly dynamic manufacturing environment enabled by IoT” (Shrouf et
al., 2014, p. 698). They continued by stating that main processes and micro processes
within a smart factory, which facilitate information flow between physical and digital
world are case specific and could identify differently, so there is not a single pattern
of manufacturing processes in FoF. Nevertheless, the main logic is the same and
obtaining deep understanding about what are production sequences and
manufacturing processes, would pave the way to explore main value creators within
FoF. According to Deloitte report (2017b) ‘Manufacturing operations’, ‘Warehouse
operations’, ‘Inventory tracking’, ‘Quality’, ‘Maintenance and Environmental,
health, and safety’ have identified as core manufacturing processes and related
opportunities’ samples for digitalization (Deloitte, 2017b) which are adapted as core
manufacturing processes throughout this study. Each process consist of several
subdivisions named micro processes presented in table 1. The table is adjusted using
ten industrial reports and scientific articles mentioned under presented table. More
detailed description of micro processes functionalities aiming at clarifying of them
are attached in appendices chapter of this thesis (see the appendix 1).
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Table 1 Main manufacturing processes and micro processes

(Deloitte, 2017a; Deloitte, 2017b; Frost & Sullivan, 2015; Frost & Sullivan, 2016;
Frost & Sullivan, 2017a; Frost & Sullivan, 2017b; Frost & Sullivan, 2017c; Siemens,
2017; Supply Chain Wizard, 2017; Zhu et al., 2013)
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2.4

Novel Concept of 5G Micro Operators in the FOF Context

Digitalization challenges old operating methods and forces businesses to doing
things in completely new ways. In digital age, the world will consist of various
networks or ecosystems that cooperate in novel ways. The concept of digital business
ecosystem refers to socio-economic development catalyzed by information and
communications technologies, which supports its actors to co-evolve in collaborative
and competitive environment (Pilinkiene & Maciulis, 2014). In addition, because of
fundamental changes injected by digitalization, the traditional stakeholder roles are
changing and new players are emerging (Matinmikko et al., 2017a). Looking at big
picture, I4.0 and fifth as complementary, serve the FoF. 5G network infrastructure
will be a key asset to result in the 4.0 industrial revolution affecting multiple sectors
(5G-PPP, 2016).
A new phenomenon which emerging through 5G calls ‘Micro Operator’(uO), could
be consider as a new entrant in telecommunication ecosystem. Novel concept of uO
introduced by Ahokangas et al. (2016a) as complement for dominant traditional
Mobile network Operator (MNO) in indoor/small cell 5G environment. This study
build on initial definition of ‘uO’ concept as “an entity that combines connectivity
with specific content services in spatially confined domains and dependent on
appropriate spectrum resources” (Ahokangas et al., 2016a, p. 143).
The concept of uO known as disruptive innovations, cost efficient, fast deployable,
and resilience is able to provide hosted local connectivity and locally tailored
content.
Its main options introduced as mobile connectivity with local specific services
dependent on appropriate available spectrum resources (Ahokangas et al., 2016a, p.
143) and as booster of local service delivery by offering context related services and
several business opportunities identified for the uO mobile communication network.
(Matinmikko et al., 2017a). The uO is able to work independently or as a neutral host
or hybrid of them between MNOs and local indoor areas (e.g. factory).The uOs can
have their own infrastructure, which let them to serve their specific local customers
in high quality through collaboration with its stakeholders in mobile communication
ecosystem (Matinmikko et al., 2017a). Since there are similarities between uO
abilities abovementioned with FoF requirements (e.g. resilience and cost efficient),
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this study considers the novel concept of uO embedded in FoF context. In the most
related investigation focused on potential domains for emerging uOs within
indoors/small cell 5G environment, Ahokangas et al., (2016a) identified ‘public’,
‘commercial’ and ‘industrial’ segments. They proposed that within industrial
domain, uOs do not serve a big amount of end-users, while numerous machines,
devices and sensors needed to connect (M2M) and accurate positioning is a key
requirement in industrial context and more particularly, proposed the emerging roles
for uOs within four layers of Internet BMs (4C) (Ahokangas et al., 2016a).
Therefore, a factory could be a potential local indoor place that I4.0 empowered by
5G can reform it into FoF. Then, taking into account the digitally enabled FoF, the
processes that add value for factory through created data within manufacturing
processes will change which will reshape the ways of doing business as well.
Therefore, uOs could benefit from such potential opportunities and play decisive role
in value network of FoF. In the next chapter, the several schools of thought about
BM and its components is discussed aiming at gain deep understanding about how
value is created through BMs.
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3

BUSINESS MODELS AND VALUE CONFIGURATIONS

The BM notion is several decades old concept became prevalent topic within the
business literature since the 1990s with the advent of the Internet and has been
gathering momentum since then. Despite considerable attention to BM from both
academics and practitioners and there are some agreements regarding central
characteristics, scholars do not agree on what a BM is. However, there are consensus
between them concerning the fact that BMs explain how value is created and
captured (Zott et al., 2011).
3.1

Business Model Definition

In the most basic sense, a BM is the method of doing things aiming at generating
revenue and sustain itself through specifying its position in the value chain
(Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002). BM determines how a business cerate and
capture value (Chesbrough & Appleyard, 2007; Johanson et al., 2010; Teece, 2010;
Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010; Zott & Amit, 2010) through its ecosystem and
as a result of interact with stakeholders (Osterwalder, 2004; Zott & Amit, 2007;
Baden-Fuller & Mangematin, 2013) and involves essential elements as value
propositions, mechanisms of value creation, mechanisms of value appropriation
customers, and product/service offerings (Drucker, 1954). Therefore, the main
purpose of a BM can be identified as general success and continuing and new
development of the BM (Amit & Zott, 2001; Osterwalder et al., 2005; Teece, 2010).
It worth to notice that some of authors emphasis on importance of customer value
concept in BM detention. For instance, Fielt (2013) define the BM as a depiction of
value logic of organization, which result in creating and capturing customer’s value
(Fielt, 2013, p. 85). Teece’s (2010) defined BM as the “design or architecture of the
value creation, delivery, and capture mechanisms” (Teece, 2010, p. 172). In addition,
there are many of systematic literature reviews of the BM literature in recent years
that one of them has been presented in table 2.
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Table 2 Articles reviewing business models and business model innovation (adapted from Foss
& Saebi, 2017, p. 204)

To further deepen the understanding of BM, extracting of its components besides its
deﬁnition is worthwhile. Johanson et al., (2010) develop their perspective about BM
as follow; “a BM consist of four interlocking elements taken together, create and
deliver values” (Johanson et al., 2010, p. 51). The four interlocking element
including 1) Customer value proposition which through it,

Target Customers

identify, Job To Done to solve important need of customers and Offering what is
satisfied them. 2) Profit Formula, which defines how a company create value for
itself and its customers at the same time including Revenue Model, Cost Structure,
Margin Model and Resource Velocity (how quickly resources need to be used in
order to meet target volume). These two mentioned building blocks of BM define
value for customer and company respectively. 3) Key Resources that create value for
customer and company is intended containing People, Technology, and Information
and so on. Last block is 4) key processes that make the profitable delivery of
customer value proposition repeatable and scalable including processes (design,
product development, sourcing, manufacturing, IT), Rules & Metrics and Norms.
The third and fourth mentioned building blocks of BM describe how value be
delivered for customers and company (Johanson et al., 2010). According to Wirtz et
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al. (2015), a comprehensive perspective can be identiﬁed in journal articles recently
and the BM concept has been comprehensively deﬁned and its components
identiﬁed. They present an overview of BM components frequently referred by
academics in BM fields which includes ‘strategy, resources, revenue model,
customers, network, market offering model, implementation and conﬁguration of
value creation activities and processes as service provision’ and some other factors.
George & Bock (2011) in their literature review conducted for ‘BM’ via EBSCO
Business Source Premiere as well as ISI Web of Science in the management and
business referred to ‘resource structure, transactive structure and value structure’ as
dimensions of the BM (George & Bock, 2011). Gassmann et al., (2014) developed a
BM framework presented in form of ‘magic triangle’ (shown in figure 6) build the
foundation of their fifty-five BM patterns, which they have identified by analyzing
two hundred and fifty BMs according to identified dimensions. Proposed dimensions
consists of 1) Who are targeted customers (customers) 2) What do we offer to
customers (value proposition), 3) How do we produce our offerings (value chine) and
4) Why does it generate profit (profit mechanism) (Gassmann et al., 2014).

Figure 6 The magic triangle of business model (adapted from Gassmann et al. 2014)

Therefore, as can be seen, BM covers variety of elements aiming at bridging abstract
strategies and practical level of decision and action (Ahokangas et al., 2016a) and
authors have offered definitions of BM from diverse perspectives. Since the various
definitions proposed across studies, for the purpose of this research, BM is defined as
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a tool in serve of organization aiming at identify how it creates and captures value
from business opportunities. Its undeniable fact that regardless what is the BM
approach and through which tools is used, the common discussion is focused on
capturing the business opportunities, values and advantages. As the purpose of this
study is to explore alternative value configurations based on novel combination of
resources and needs, it is necessary to review the relevant investigations in
implementation and conﬁguration of value creation activities and processes plus
resources as components of BMs. Therefore, in this study has been attempt to mostly
focus on value creation and capture sources (opportunities) as well as value/resource
configuration through BM aligned with dissertation objectives. Next section is a brief
discussion about business opportunities perspective of BM that leads to value
creation and value capture.
3.2

Business Opportunities

One of the key functions of BM is to explore and exploit business opportunities.
Business opportunities create and deliver value for stakeholders (Ahokangas et al.,
2016b) and ability of frim to transfer the BM to follow emerging business
opportunities play a key role in surviving in modern business environment (Iivari,
2016). It is worthwhile to notion that despite the decisive role of business
opportunities that without it value creation and value capture is impossible
(Ahokangas & Atkova, 2015), business opportunities could be considered as a
neglected part among definitions of BM in relation to external context (Iivari, 2016).
According to Zott & Amit (2010), BM is boundary-spanning sets of activities, as
depicting the content, structure, and governance of transactions designed so as to
create value through the exploitation of business opportunities (Zott & Amit, 2010).
Therefore, “BM are not conceivable without business opportunities” (Iivari, 2016, p.
56).
In terms of more detailed attention to what is business opportunity, what is its
definition, dimensions and components, Ardichvili et al. (2003) have been done a
valuable research on it and defined the opportunity as a chance to meet a market need
through a creative combination of resources to deliver superior value. According to
their findings, business opportunities consist of ‘opportunity recognition’ and
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‘opportunity development’. The term opportunity recognition include three
processes; 1) sensing market needs and underemployed resources 2) discovering a fit
between particular market needs and specifies resources and 3) creation of a novel
fit between heretofore separate needs and resources in the form of a business. While
the term of opportunity development identified as a continuous, proactive process
essential to the formation of a business. They believe that opportunities are made, not
found and factors like entrepreneurial alertness, information asymmetry and prior
knowledge; discovery versus purposeful search; social networks and personality
traits affect the way that opportunities are identified and developed. They identify
four types of ‘Opportunities’ matrix based on their origins and degree of
development (see figure 7). Value sought may represent problems and value creation
capability may represent solutions. This matrix is also able to describe
developmental progress of opportunities from dreams to problem solving or
technology transfers and then to business formation. (Ardichvili et al., 2003)

Figure 7 Types of opportunities matrix (adapted from Ardichvili et al. 2013, p. 117)

A successful company is one that be alert to elusive business opportunities in digital
age and create value from exploitation of them. Nowadays market is highly volatile,
uncertain, fast moving and unpredictable and firms should be agile to grab the
business opportunities. Amit & Han (2017) indicate that the ways of discovering and
exploiting the opportunities have considerably changed in digital and firm’s value
propositions has to be aligned with the explored opportunities to result in
exploitation of them. The authors discussed further directions for businesses in
digital age pointing out that digitization has expand the scope of resources and
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addressable need, which leads to significantly growth in variety of possible resource
configuration (Amit & Han, 2017).
Digitization of business enhance transparency among partners, efficiency in resource
exchange, combination and integration and decrease information asymmetry and
friction in market (Amit & Han, 2017). Thus, more business opportunities would
emerge for exist players in digitally empowered world and pave the way for new
entrants. Digitization is able to boost the sharing based economy. Sharing economy
defined as “the value in taking the underutilized assets and making them accessible
online to a community, leading to a reduced need for ownership of those assets”
(Stephany, 2015). Sharing economy concept opens the market for new entrant by
changing the traditional role of stakeholder and ownership concept and makes it
possible that underutilized assets be used in share with other stakeholders in order to
making new revenues. As mentioned earlier, CPSs have been connected almost
everything and makes them integrated within the FoF context. On the one hand, huge
amount of asymmetric resources (data) and demands are created from divers
segments, which can be exploited after organizing and matching them. Thanks to
digitization, the scope and type of both accessible resources and addressable needs
has expanded and novel combination of them in fittest way result in business
opportunities in market. Therefore, it seems worthwhile to recognize and develop
emerging business opportunities. Such novel opportunities are able to exploit by
firms or other players within ecosystem and open the market to new players like uOs
to play their roles. It is noteworthy that according to Ahokangas et al. (2017),
different stakeholders are able to take the new role of uOs within ecosystem
(Ahokangas et al., 2017).
3.3

Value Creation and Value Capture Through BM

The concept of value in business could refer to return on a business activity that
could be in form of tangible like money and goods or intangible like knowledge and
reputation. Definition of value is case specific and businesses always are exchanging
the values through business transactions. As mentioned before the concept of value
creation and value capture has been emphasized as one of the core element of BMs
(Nenonen & Storbacka , 2010) in BM literature. The BM represents a conceptual
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framework, aiming at organizing the value creation of a company and to guarantee
its proﬁtability (Wirtz et al., 2015). From Fielt’s (2013) standpoint, “a BM describes
the value logic of an organization in terms of how it creates and captures customer
value” (Fielt, 2013). Wirtz et al. (2010) identify BM as operational reflector of a
company and as such indicate the way that company create and capture. “a complete
BM includes not only the detailed and differentiated business concept, but also a
financial model, which estimates the value created and how that value might be
distributed among stakeholders” (Ardichvili et al., 2003, p. 109). The BM should be
sensitive to changes in its environment and should be adapted by emerging
technologies through changing ways of value creation and capture concerning their
contextual features. BMs are tools that can be reformed by technological innovation
(Teece, 2010) and Chesbrough & Rosenbloom (2002) identified BM as focusing
device that plays role of mediator between technology development and economic
value creation and is able to serve as a tool to align them.
Internet, as one of the most important disruptive technologies in last 20 years and
recent wave of changes has affected business like any other concept. Wirtz et al.
(2010) proposed ‘4C Typology of Internet BMs’ in order to easier and more
structured analyze of Internet-based BMs. This typology include four basic types of
prototypical Internet BMs (Content, Commerce, Context and Connection) (Wirtz et
al., 2010). Later, Yrjölä et al. (2016) expand the model and define it as layer model
and conduct it within ecosystem where lower layers serve as enabler and value levers
for three higher BMs and each of them has their own value proposition and revenue
models and can be offered alone or bundled. Service provider offers alternative
networks in the connection layer; any required content by customers in content layer;
information about alternative connection, content and context services and commerce
platform in context layer and finally offer a trading platform of alternative
connection solution and content and context information for all stakeholders in
commerce layer (Yrjölä et al., 2016). Ahokangas et al. (2016a) identified industrial
segments as one of the potential dominants for emerging uOs and applied 4C
typology of Internet BMs (see figure 8) to describe emerging roles of uOs in each
layer. They proposed that there are high level of connectivity requirements for M2M
communication in ‘Connection Layer’. In content layer, process and big data
production introduced, while in context layer, the importance of location for
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manufacturing process management has been proposed. Finally, in commerce layer,
they indicate opportunities to connect to customers’ and supplies’ information
systems. (Ahokangas et al., 2016a, p. 148)

Figure 8 The layered 4c typology of internet business models within industrial factory
ecosystem in 5G context (adapted from Ahokangas et al., 2016a, p. 148)

Furthermore, “simultaneous value co-creation and co-capture within IoT ecosystem
rise through Oblique BMs” (Iivari et al., 2016, p. 50). In this way, businesses benefit
from whole exist sources and maximize their efficiencies. On the other hand,
digitization expand the scope of both resources and needs and “business
opportunities may raise in any stage of product or service development” (Iivari et al.,
2016, p. 52). Therefore, through Oblique BMs is less likely to lose business
opportunities because they benefit from all of them within context. In digital age, the
traditional control oriented perspective with defined and bold boundaries, is
converting toward the idea of ‘boundary spanning systems of transactions and
activities’ proposed by Amit and Zott (2015, p.332).
By considering all abovementioned facts, new technologies would bring some novel
opportunities in business ecosystem and will force the firms to benefit from new
technologies and increase their value creation and capture by adapting alternative
methods to survive. In alignment with objective of this paper, Yrjölä et al. (2016)
indicate that “To remain competitive, firms must continuously develop and reinvent
their BMs in order to create and capture value by and from their business activities”
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(Yrjölä et al., 2016, p. 149). Due to the fact that value concept is one of the core
aspects of BM, it is noteworthy that how and from where a firm is able to create and
capture value. Therefore Value Configurations and Business Opportunities concepts
calls more attention and in following part, will be discussed more in detail.
3.4

Value Configuration

The value configuration of a company is defined by arrangement of essential key
activities aiming at providing value proposition. Drucker (1954) in his book
identified the essential elements of a BM as value propositions, mechanisms of value
creation, mechanisms of value appropriation customers, and product/service
offerings (Drucker, 1954). The liner concept of value chain as a framework for
representing the set of separated but interconnected activities introduced by Porter
(1985) which describe sequential value creation activities of single firm as a part of
larger value system consisting several individual firms. Later Stabell and Fjeldstad
(1998) complete porters value chain by introducing three activity centered, generic
value configuration models consisting value chain (long linked), value shop
(intensive technologies) and value network (mediating technologies) (Stabell &
Fjeldstad, 1998; Fjeldstad & Snow, 2017). According to Fjeldstad and Snow (2017),
Value Chains transform inputs into product (manufacturing ﬁrm) and form
sequentially linked value system of suppliers, partners, and customers. Value Shop is
focused on customer problems resolving through forming linked value systems
referring and collaborating firms and benefit from their knowledge aiming at solving
problem and finally, value network consist of linked nodes (customers, things and
places) that are provided with services in order to various kinds of exchanges
between them i.e. internet businesses (Fjeldstad & Snow, 2017).
As can be seen value network is the fittest type of value configuration model for
internet-based firms, which is backbone of FoF. According to recently carried out
study by Jaspreet Singh Walia (2016), he proposed alternative VNCs in context of
Machin to Machine communication (M2M) enabled by 5G (Walia, 2016). Since the
main purpose of this study is to explore alternative potential roles of uOs within
process level of FoF that could undertake them and benefit from emerging business
opportunities, in the next two section, is attempt to propose more detail about Micro-
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Operator Driven VNC and then continue by extremely detailed description of ‘Micro
processes Level of Value Configuration’ adapted from Amit & Han (2017).
3.4.1 Connection Level of Value Network Configuration
Walia (2016) has done his research in Techno-economic Analysis of 5G Local Area
Access in Industrial Machine-to-Machine communications and introduced potential
VNCs based on Casey et al. (2010) framework and described business ‘actors’,
‘technical components’, ‘roles’, ‘technical interfaces’ and ‘business interfaces’ as
value network ingredients. A VNC is set of interlinked actors and functional
technical components that work together aiming at value creation through product
and services (Casey et al., 2010). Finding from Walia’ thesis show that there are five
distinct VNCs which in each of them there exist actors that have more control over
value compare with others and are supposed to drive that VNC. One of them is
‘Micro-Operator Driven VNC’ that would be considered as functional value network
architecture for the FoF use case in connection level (See figure 9). Micro-Operator
Driven VNC organized by the industry, micro-operator and mobile network operator
working over device, network and application domain respectively and the industry
will be dependent on micro-operator for local area communication (p 46).

Figure 9 Micro-operator driven VNC (adapted from Walia, 2016, p. 46)
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3.4.2 Micro Processes Level of Value Configuration
In order to analyzing the uO alternative roles in FoF in ‘manufacturing processes’
level and more structured, this study will follow the logic of Amit and Han (2017) in
their novel attitude about innovative resource configuration prototypes in digital age
based on ‘Framework of Resource Configuration in a Digitally Enabled World’
which is depicted in figure 10. In this model, four different prototype of resource
configuration identified call: Firm as Integrator, Firm as collaborator, Firm as
transaction enablers and Firm as bridge provider could be considered as business
opportunities for uOs.

Figure 10 Framework of resource conﬁguration in a digitally enabled world (adapted from Amit
&Han, 2017, p. 239)

As mentioned before, data play decisive role in implementing I40 and could be
considered as one of the most valuable resources of FoF. By applying advanced
software based approaches like DevOps and Cloud Computing, data files including
texts, images, sounds and videos, process and distribute to receivers including
devices, machines, human etc. Therefore, would be worthwhile to focus on numerous
processes and micro processes of manufacturing within the FoF, which create and
process data and turn it to valuable resource of FoF.
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Digitization of businesses enhance transparency among partners, efficiency in
resource exchange, combination and integration and decrease information asymmetry
and friction in market (Amit & Han, 2017).

Since the business opportunity

recognition requires sensing market needs and underemployed resources (see figure
7), discovering a fit between particular market needs and specifies resources and
creation of a novel combination between them in form of business (Ardichvili et al.,
2003) is match by what Amit & Han have proposed as ‘Source of value
configuration’. Therefore, in this study this framework will apply in FoF context
focusing on Identifying New Needs and Resources, Matching Needs and Resources
and Bridging needs and Resources within main manufacturing processes.
In addition as business opportunity development identified as a continuous, proactive
process which is essential to formation of business (Ardichvili et al., 2003), could be
referred to potential resource configuration prototypes introduced by Amit & Han
(2017) which rooted in continues and proactive processes of value creation. The
main objective of the study is to analyze emerging alternative value configurations
for uO in context of factory, which makes it possible to identifying the role of uO
and its novel ways of value creation and value capture process in factory context. In
this aim, identifying utilizable resources and fulfill able needs within main
manufacturing processes is crucial. For this purpose, next sections briefly introduces
resource configuration micro processes as enablers of ‘Identifying New Needs and
Resources ‘, ‘Matching Needs and Resources’ and ‘Bridging needs and Resources’.
These three introduced as sources of value creation for firms, which result in four
porotype of resource configuration identified by Amit & Han (2017).

Identifying New Needs and Resources
Concerning identification of new needs and resources, Amit & Han (2017) have
suggested that digitally enabled firms are able to create novel resource configuration
by meeting new needs and more efficiently utilizing the new resources. ‘Continues
Testing’ and ‘Resource Crowdsourcing’ are two first micro processes in order to
‘Identifying New Needs and Resources’ as source of value creation. Continues
Testing is a process in which firms calibrate their offering to unmet and changing
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needs of their value co-creators iteratively by fast feedback loops between firms and
their value co-creators. Such continues enhancement increase firm’s efficiency in
discovering unmet needs and value creation potential of resource configuration.
Resource Crowdsourcing is a problem-solving mechanism that enhance ability of
firm in discovering and accessing to underutilized resources. The main logic is that
amount of under-utilized sources are limited but collected from large group of
resource providers.

Matching Needs and Resources
Furthermore, another kind of resource configuration could come from innovative
ways of matching resources and needs of value co-creators. ‘Sorting’ and
‘Prospecting’ as micro processes under ‘Matching Needs and Resources’ as source of
value creation. The process of ‘Sorting’ means the firm develop and apply methods
of categorizing both resource and need of transaction parts. Due to dynamic feature
of data, this process should be updated iteratively to result in efficient match between
needs and resources. Subsequent processes have been concentrated on analyzing the
historical and current data aiming at ‘Prospecting’ the future needs and resources.
Therefore, both unveil and latent resources and needs would discover in this process.
It’s a proactive process in which needs for certain resources and resource controller’
expectations prospect and match that result in value creation for organization.
”Prospecting activities reflect the proactivity in individual’s entrepreneurial
orientation which could be a source of value creation” (Amit & Han, 2017, p. 236)

Bridging needs and Resources
The final source of value creation proposed by Amit &Han(2017) named ‘Bridging
needs and Resources’ which is enabled by ‘Grafting’ and ‘Streamlining’ micro
processes of resource configuration. It is notable that main focus of these processes is
on role of customer in digital age. In this type, focal firm create value through unique
complementarity of all bridged value co-creators. First micro process is ‘Grafting’ in
which focal firm experiences novel combination of resources and needs that have not
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been connected until now. It brings unique complementarity between resources and
needs and increase value configuration. Interesting logic of this process is that in this
process focal firm is in search of needs of new value co-creators to leverage its exist
resources to create value. Creativity, serendipity and ability to have fast and huge
access to resources are essential requirements of this process.
Then in ‘Streamlining’, the created novel connections through grafting process
improve by providing new resource connections. “The streamlining process reduce
incompatibilities and uncertainties as a result of unique complementarity the bridging
process create” (Amit & Han, 2017, p. 238). Obviously, it is easy to understand that
such organizing in such complex situation seems impossible in traditional way.
Digitally enabled factories benefit from novel technologies like cloud computing
which mitigate the uncertainties and information asymmetry through accurate
categorizing of data flow come from inside and outside the factory. Digital factory
involves sourcing, producing, assembling, testing and distributing products in several
separate steps in which interact with each other and exchange data packets with very
short intervals.
Therefore, various types of arrangements between resources and needs, provides
alternative value configuration/business opportunities within FoF that can be
undertake by uO and the role of uO in case factory context-embedded in industry 4.0
-would be taken into account as a novel concept, which enables with recent
advancement in technologies (5G and IoT). Based on obtained initial perception,
identified needs and resources of main manufacturing processes will be matched and
bridge aiming at exploring alternative 5G uO business opportunities as value
configuration. Amit & Han (2017) in their ‘framework of resource conﬁguration’
proposed four prototypes of resource configuration, which will be discussed briefly
in in next section.

3.4.3 Resources Configuration Prototypes as Business Opportunities
As mentioned earlier, digitization has changed the ways of exploring and exploiting
of business opportunities by expanding the scope of resources and needs that a firm
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could utilizes and addresses respectively. Amit & Han (2017) offers the businesses to
adopt a systematic value centric perspective to design their resource configuration.
Therefore they proposed resource configuration prototypes which illustrate distinct
means of value creation enabled by digitalization and novelty of them could come
from newness of needs to be met and newness of resources to be utilized, novelty in
matching them and uniqueness of the complementarity among all value co-creators.
They have proposed four prototypes of resource configuration consist of A) firm as
an integrator B) firm as a collaborator, C) firm as a transaction enabler and D) firm
as a bridge provider (Amit & Han, 2017)
In prototype A, firm address the demand by transforming resources and as an
exchange, customer contribute the revenue of firm with its resources. In prototype B,
the firm collaborate with a partner (as a complementary in ecosystem of focal firm)
to address the demand and create value together for customer and instead, the
customer contribute to the revenue of both of them by its resources. Prototype C
illustrates the resource configuration that highly adopted by firms in digital age
within a firm-enabled two side market. In this type, firm contribute its resources to
integrate two groups of value co-creators where one’s needs could be met by other’s
resources and vice versa and they both met the focal firm’s needs at the same time.
The last one is prototype D in which the firm play role of bridge provider within
firm-bridged two-side market. In this type, the firm spend its resources to meet needs
of one group of value co-creators and that value co-creator use its resources to
address other value co-creator’s needed and then, needs of focal firm is addressed by
resources of latter group. Finally, the authors indicate that porotypes C & D have
been adopted progressively, particularly by ‘born-on-the-cloud’ startups like Airbnb
and Uber, which has been successful in value creation. (Amit & Han, 2017)
Therefore, in this study, the mentioned resource configurations considered as value
configurations and emerging business opportunities for uOs in FoF context. It is
noteworthy that this study is not limited to these prototypes and is in search of
potential value configurations that have not explored before.
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4

DATA AND RESEARCH METHOD

This chapter presents the logical plan to obtain research objectives, which could be
considered as blueprint of this study that avoids the deviation from trend of
answering the research questions. This part initiates with introducing the research
method and continues by data collection and method of analysis in next subchapter.
The above-mentioned theoretical framework, utilized as infrastructure of empirical
part for collecting, understanding and interpreting observations. The research design
as logic that ensures coherency of research is justified in the last section of this
segment.
4.1

The Research Method

In order to reach to research objective, clarification of research strategy is crucial in
terms of identifying reasoning method and manner of investigation. This study
follows Inductive approach in which new theory or concept will be produced as
outcomes. Inductive approach is bottom up process from data to theory that involves
“drawing generalizable interface out of observations” (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 14).
In this approach, the process of theory building starts with observation of under
investigated phenomenon in search of establishing generalization about it with
emphasize on collecting qualitative data to deepen the understanding related to
specific context (Wilson, 2010). In terms of research strategy, the qualitative
reasoning method is followed which emphasize on the socially constructed nature of
reality and examines data that are narrative in social phenomenon investigations
(Wilson, 2010). In order to qualitative type of research various data sources like
observation, interviews, documents and even recording of what people thought and
say can be utilize. Qualitative research and inductive studies are often liked and have
a lot in common because both of them “providing insight that allow for the
generation of theoretical framework” (Wilson, 2010, p. 15). Furthermore, since there
is confined knowledge about under investigation phenomenon and narrow previous
studies in this field, the type of the study could be considered as exploratory research
which follow an inductive reasoning (Wilson, 2010, p. 103). Whereas the study is
exploratory in nature and collected primary and secondary data would be non-
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numerical data, qualitative analysis as reasoning method in combine with inductive
manner of investigation would be chosen as proper methodology. Accordingly,
different techniques for collecting data will be applied in this study including
inductive research approach with undertaking the qualitative research strategy within
an exploratory type of research.
In order to designing the research in more structured way, the single case study will
be applied as a framework for collection and analyses of data. Yin (2009) defined
case study research as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon (the case) in depth and within its real-world context, especially when
the boundaries between phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident” (Yin,
2009, p. 18). Case study design provides great opportunities for investigator to use
many different sources of evidence. According to which, ‘multiple source of
evidence choosing’, ‘creating a case study database’ and ‘maintaining a chain of
evidences’ enhance reliability of study (Wilson, 2010, pp. 118-119). In this study,
transcription of records of what the participants present, discuss and think within
case specific workshop is utilized as source of primary data. Therefore, the
qualitative single case study is applied in collecting, granular analyzing of special
phenomenon in depth and interpreting the collected data. The summary of chosen
research method and design has illustrated in table 3.
Table 3 Summary of research method

4.2

Data Collection and Method of Analysis

The primary data is unique to research data, which is collected using a range of tools
like interviews, observation and questionnaires (Wilson, 2010). In this study primary
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data collected through Micro Operator Factory Workshop that was held with ten
participants including researchers from uO5G project side, experts from factory side
with different responsibilities and the factories’ head of research strategy department
came together and discussed impressively about FoF. Beforehand, several meting
were hold and objectives of this research presented and discussed with project
members from industry and university side to clarify the workshop agenda. The main
agenda of workshop revolved around the current and future requirements of
manufacturing processes concerning connectivity and data related issues. During the
workshop outcomes discussed from needs and resources point of view in connection
and data level in search of potential value creation through big amount of data in
access. The workshop was held in two sections. First from 9-11 am and second from
12:30-15:00 named Connectivity section and Data section respectively. The general
questions about what alternative business and revenue models are there for possible
micro operators and their ecosystem partners in the factory context, what are the key
elements influencing opportunities, value creation and capture, and advantage
development among micro operator ecosystem partners in the factory and how and
on what conditions these factory business and revenue models scale up were raised.
In terms of consequence of issues, it is noteworthy to mention that short
presentations was followed by discussion in any topic throughout the workshop. The
topics presented by factory experts include connectivity challenges & requirements,
connectivity use cases and factory connectivity example in connectivity session and
goals of the conscious factory, current challenges/ problems with the data and digital
twin project and data ownership / management in data session. The researchers from
uO5G project presented their related researches and findings in second part of each
section. Data analyses and findings from case specific workshop is broadly discussed
in chapter five.
Despite the considerable advantages of qualitative research, it is suffer from criticism
concerning weakness about justifying its claimed results (Gioia et al., 2012). In other
word, the qualitative researches lacking a systematic approach to provide satisfactory
evidence for proposed assertions. Therefore, Gioia et al. (2012) propose a systematic
approach to enhance the qualitative rigor. Since the inductive reasoning and the
qualitative research both are in search of proposing a new concept from observations,
the Gioia methodology is designed as a systemic approach and analytical logic for
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linking data to proposition and develop new persuasive concept. The Gioia
methodology is a systematic conceptual and analytical discipline aligned with ground
theory that enhance reliability of data interpretation and boost plausibility and
defensibility of conclusion for readers. Gioia methodology is applied to conduct a
pattern from empirical data and compare it with theoretical framework aiming at
enhancing the existing one. Gioia methodology provide ‘Data Structure’ (figures 17
and 18) from collected data through three consecutive phases that “designed to bring
qualitative rigor to the conduct and presentation of inductive research” (Gioia et al.,
2012, p. 15). In this study the Gioia method is applied as follow; first, the workshop
records were transcribed and analyzed in search of manageable number of categories
based on similarities and differences between quotations. Then identified categories
are given phrasal description (labeling) which develop ‘first-order concepts’. Indeed,
the quotes related to research objectives are extracted from whole presentations and
discussions of workshop-which is considerably huge-and then similar concepts are
categorized in manageable groups (first order concepts) which facilitate the process
of data interpretation.

Next, by particular focus on novel concepts, which less

referent in existing literature, second-order themes in theoretical realm is developed.
In this process, the question “whether the emerging second-order themes suggest
concepts that might help us describe the phenomenon we are observing” (Gioia et al.,
2012, p. 20) is answered and group of quotes are coded by appropriate label for all
subset concepts. The labels used as emerged themes in second processes of Gioia
method. Finally, aggregate dimensions based on connections identified among the
second-order themes to create broader categories is built that groups similar ideas or
thoughts together (Gioia et al., 2012). The figure 11 illustrates the three consecutive
phases of Gioia method and the way that the collected data is analyzed in this
research.
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Figure 11 Data structure (adapted from Gioia et al., 2012)

4.3

Research Design

Research design is a detailed plan, which guide authors during the research process
to answer research question. “It guides the investigator in the process of collecting,
analyzing and interpreting observations” (Yin, 2009, p. 26). Rowley (2002) proposed
a complete definition for research design as a logic that ensures coherency of
research through linking the data (to be collected) and the conclusions (to be drawn)
to the initial questions of a study (Rowley, 2002, p. 18). The objective of this study is
to understand uO phenomenon, and figure out alternative value configurations
emerging for it in context of FoF. Therefore, the possible and emerging value
configuration is unite of analyses, which research questions and sub questions are
focused on it.
Without doubt the research design plays a vital role in obtaining research objective
and in order to completely benefit from its advantages, familiarization by its’
components is crucial. Leading authors proposed various components for it, which
defined from different perspectives based on nature of researches. A research design
has the following components; the study’s questions, the study’s propositions, the
study’s units of analysis, the logic linking the data to the propositions, the criteria for
interpreting findings. (Yin, 2009, p. 27). Research proposition directs to topic that
should be examined within the defined scope of study (Yin, 2009, p. 28) and research
questions need to be translated into propositions (Rowley, 2002, p. 19). As rational
of this study, the base of initial assumption is that digitalization has expanded the
scope and type of both resources that firms can utilize and needs which they could
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address in one hand, and data as a resource play a decisive role in nowadays
businesses on the other hand. Therefore, it is expected that novel value
configurations emerge as a result of novel combination of needs and resources in FoF
context. While the digital market is open for new entrance to operate beside domain
player, uOs are who can benefit from created business opportunities. Therefore,
research questions have arisen based on mentioned assumption and has been
attempted to be answered through this study.
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5

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

This chapter presents collected data and analytical discussion. First, the case
company, as research empirical context is introduced. Next collected data is analyzed
to generating empirical evidence to answer the research problem. In the end of this
chapter, emerging value configuration support and modify the theoretical framework
to illustrate empirical findings of this research.
5.1

The Case Factory

The case company is an electronic manufacturing factory which could be consider a
global telecommunication and information technology company including more than
30 different locations where manufacture in several countries. The case factory is
empowered with 5G network and many sensors around production lines. They
believes that IoT has the potential to makes industries more efficient and estimates
IoT’s worth to be 36 times more than the potential value of today’s Internet by 2020.
IoT, 5G and cloud solutions are top innovation topics for the case factory to get more
value and boost efficiency and profitability of business through increasing
automation level in factories. Such automation calls for reliable wireless connection
between enormous sensors, robots, machines and operators in factory floor. The case
factory is a reliable sample because of its pioneer role in testing and applying I4.0
requirements in different use cases in telecommunication industry and willing to
transfer the traditional production into novel way of value creation through data.
5.2

Themes Emerging from the Data

Data analysis as crucial part of any research and began by compiling and sorting the
collected data .The source of data for this study was workshop namely Micro
Operator Factory workshop in which Connectivity and Data related issues discussed
by expert participants. The records of workshop transcribed and categorized into two
separate groups of Needs and Resources of the case factory. Since there were huge
amount data in both needs and resources groups, breaking them down into smaller
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segments as disassembling procedure (Yin, 2011) facilitated the coding process of
them in order to appropriate interpretation.
To provide a structure to aid data analysis and presentation of the results, the
identified needs and resources were sub-grouped based on 4C. In other word, the
categorized needs and resources quotations, rearranged based on 4C BM layer
‘temporarily’. The terms of temporary here means that the 4C based category in not
final one, but is needed to answer the first research question. In this aim, the
quotations in both needs and resource tables analyzed and classified based on their
relation to each layer of 4C BMs. It is noteworthy that some overlaps observed, there
was potential for multiple interpretation of each quotation. For example, the concept
of “the case company is in search of extract value from (underutilized) data.” could
belong to both Content and Commerce related Needs.
After classification of connection, content, context and commerce related needs and
resources, a color code is given to each quotations to clarify to which of 4C layers
are belonged. Accordingly, analytical logic of Gioia methodology as systematic
conceptual discipline to classify and coding the raw data within three consecutive
phases is followed. As mentioned in method part, in Gioia methodology data
analyses is done through three consequential processes (Described in 4.2) applied for
four groups of data (4C) in a same manner as follow; First, the relevant quotes from
the transcript of workshop records organized and squeezed to one sentence. For
example, the quotation “...need for sharing real time transactional data through web
services instead of per day update.” compressed into “[The case factory] needs real
time data.” Indeed, identified categories are given phrasal description (labeling)
which develop ‘first-order concepts’
Next, the conceptually similar identified concepts were grouped based on similarities
and were coded under the second order themes. The figure 12 illustrates a part of
data structure of FoF needs (see the figures 17 and 18 as complete tables of emerged
themes).
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Figure 12 The second phase of Gioia methodology

Therefore, eleven themes are emerged which seven of them were common in both
needs and resources related data as follow:
#1: Internal data access: This theme was emerged because of importance of internal
resources-mainly data-as both needs and resources of FoF. In needs side, the case
factory was wondering about restricted access to internal data from different
segments while from resources perspective, mentioned that there are huge amount of
data which is generated by various devices and sensors around the production line
which could be utilized in proper way.
#2: High quality connection and content specific services: This theme mostly
discussed in detail as FoF’s needs where the experts emphasized on importance of
reliable connection and local specific demands for communication of numerous
wired and wireless devices, robots and components within the factory floor. As
mentioned before, there are many components in manufacturing and controlling
processes, which could be connected, and because the case company is empowered
by 5G and IoT technologies, from resources point of view, there is fundamental
potential for high quality connection and content specific services.
#3: Communication and data exchange: This theme is mostly came out from
discussion about the importance of data exchange and communication of different
segments and stakeholders in order to meeting exist and coming demands of different
segments from the case company’s needs standpoint. On the other hand, the case
company willingness to communicate and exchange the data and improve the
information flow (resource) between different players show that there are huge
amount of underutilized resources which can be used based on sharing economy
principals.
#4: External data access: This theme was emerged because the case factory was
aware about importance of invaluable data, which is in control of third parties. It is
undeniable that third parties have access to some data, which collected through
serving in case company or come from communication with other players in
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ecosystem that could be vital for the case company. Therefor explicit needs to access
to external data (resource) mentioned by experts. Furthermore, the case company
includes some machines, robots and services that are provided and controlled by
third parties. Therefore, the huge amount of data gathered by such devices inside the
factory floor could be considered as underutilized resources for the case company.
#5: Data ownership: the concept of data ownership is close to concept of external
and internal access to data, considering the fact that within the case company, data is
owned by different managers of different segments separately that needs to be
managed. On the other hand, there are huge amount of data as resources, which are
not managed because of different owners in different segments. Therefore, the
integration between data owners could meet the needs with exist resources.
#6: Data governance: this theme particularly is emerged because of considerable
needs for processing and managing the data flow to simplify the huge data. Data is
mainly stored in different segments that are not usable by other part before being
processed. On the other hand, the case company has adequate reporting system and
applying middleware in some parts as resources, which needs to be processed and
managed.
#7: Extracting value from data: Emerging of this his theme is rooted in case
company’s logic on novel ideas about value creation from invaluable underutilized
data. There was a considerable discussion about numerous databases including
various types of data as resources, which are able to turn to more usable form. The
factory experts emphasized that the case company is in search of extracting value
from underutilize data and fill exist gap of data utilization in the best possible way.
The next four themes emerged within either needs or resources as described below:
#8: Spatial/tailored content requirements (Need): The clear demand for tailored
content and local specific requirements mentioned by factory expert was reason of
emerging this theme and it seems as great potential for such service providers in
ecosystem to meet the spatial/tailored content requirements.
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#9: Data quality (Need): The next theme is rooted in vital role of data quality in FoF
context. The case factory explicitly emphasized on decisive role of reliable and real
time data to meet exist needs of the case factory.
#10: Value co-creation (Resource): this theme is came out because of the case
company’s strategies on value co-creation and such approach enhance the potential
of collaboration for other players like uOs.
#11: integration requirements (Resource): This theme is emerged because the case
company is testing more integrated manufacturing lines that calls new services to
support the integration.
It is noteworthy that as mentioned earlier, the findings classification based on 4C has
been done and available in appendices segment (see Appendix 2). In the needs side,
the High Quality Connection and Content Specific Services theme in ‘Connection’
layer and all of the themes in ‘Content’ layer was emerged. In ‘Context’ layer, High
Quality Connection and Content Specific Services, Communication and Data
Exchange, Data Quality and Extracting Value from Data and in ‘Commerce’ layer
Internal & External Data Access, Data Ownership, Spatial/Tailored Content
Requirements, Data Quality, Extracting Value from Data themes were emerged.
Within the resources, all of the themes emerged as ‘Content’ related resources and
only Internal Data Access, Communication and Data Exchange and Extracting Value
from Data were themes that emerged in ‘Context’ related resources. As can be seen,
the ‘Content’ is the only layer that comprise all emerged themes, which indicates
that the content related issues is dominant concern of FoF based on findings from
case factory.
Eventually through the interpretation of finding in second phase and taking into
account the theoretical framework and research objectives, the aggregate dimensions
as broader categorization of similar ideas within second order theme, in line with
theoretical assumption and to answering research questions are defined. This
research intended to identify the alternative emerging business opportunities for 5g
uO as close as possible to concept of uO. Therefore, by adopting identified needs and
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resources within 4C layers, resource configuration porotypes in digital age proposed
by Amit and Han (2017) considering the role of uOs a s new players in context of
case factory is analyzed. Then according to uOs’ abilities and identified needs and
resources, according to the potential business opportunities namely Product Business,
Component Business, Supplementary Business and Platform Business as broader
categorization of similar ideas proposed. Indeed, where the focus of identified needs
and resources is mostly internal and limited to connection layer of 4C businesses, the
case factory operate based on traditional business models and is conservative.
Therefore, the product business could emerging business opportunity for uOs. In line
with the same logic, where the concern of the case factory move toward more open
collaboration, data exchange, higher qualities and extracting value from data, next
business opportunities which are more probable for uOs emerge.
Accordingly, the findings indicate that where resources and needs are tightly coupled
and dominant attitude in FoF is toward inside, uO is able to serve as local turnkey
and single point solution provider. Therefore first type of business opportunities for
uO named ‘Product Business’. Next type, which is quite close to first type with more
emphasize on data exchange and communication named ‘Component Business’. In
this type, resources and needs are loosely coupled, come from several resources and
uO provides case company’s needs through collaboration with different players. In
this type uO as bit pipe and local 5G socket, serves the FoF. The emerged themes
like internal data access and high quality connection and content specific services are
mostly related to type A and B business opportunities for 5G uO. Where the focus is
on access to external data (as a resource) in addition to access to internal data
combined with concerns around data exchange and data quality issues, the next type
of business opportunity emerge as the most probable type of business for 5G uO in
context of FoF which named ‘Platform Business’. The themes like communication
and data exchange, integration requirements, external data access, data quality, data
ownership, and data governance are concerns and possibilities related to third type.
The last emerged type of business for uOs is named ‘Supplementary Business’ in
which more outsider attitude is dominant, uO could play a more generic platform
role like google in manufacturing world. This type of business necessitate the
collaboration with businesses in other markets to experience different type of
monetizing.
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In the next chapter, firstly the results are described based on four emerging business
opportunities for uOs in context of FoF. Then considering needs and resources
classification in mind, the emerged themes described according to 4C layers of
internet business models. Indeed, a detailed comprehensive discussion about findings
is proposed in next section.
5.3

Value Configurations

Since the researcher is in search of alternative emerging value configurations for uO
in context of the case company as FoF, findings presents based on emerged
aggregate dimensions in order of Product Business, Component Business, Platform
Business and Supplementary Business as four types of emerging business
opportunities for uO in 5G context. Then the emerged them belong to each type
introduced and described from Needs and Resource and 4C layers standpoints. In
other word, each business opportunity discussion contain classifications based on
needs and resources within 4C layers of Internet BM.
5.3.1 Type A: Product Business
The less probable emerged aggregate dimension as potential role of uOs in context of
FoF named Product Business. Since the type A illustrate the simplest way of value
creation in digital age (Amit & Han, 2017), the finding support the idea that this
aggregate dimension is less fit role for uOs in FoF context (see figure 13)

Figure 13 uO as product business

In this type, uO would take care of everything and serve all the needs of FoF through
single point solution. It is noteworthy that in data level businesses, because other
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stakeholders restrict the resources (data), applying this type would come across with
some difficulties. In this type Connection, Context and Content specific Needs were
discussed by expert, which proposed as follow;
Emerged themes in Connection & Context Related Needs
The first theme that came out of data was the case company’s Need to High Quality
Connection & Context Specific Services. This theme is aligned with key ability of
uOs where combine connectivity with specific content services (Ahokangas et al.,
2016b). Identified needs in this theme related to Connection layer requirements and
mostly Context layer of 4C BM.
“Sensors, robots and such equipment will increase in factory floor and then you
need wireless connectivity.”
“…we came to this conclusion that instead of going to test our optical solutions,
we rather test the LTE, because the mobility most probably increase in the
factory and you need to have wireless network inside the factory.”
“In [the case company], majority of all traffic is still being handled by cables.”
Emerged themes in Content & Commerce Related Needs
The next interesting raised theme, which could be considered as a neglected issue in
literature, is Internal Data Access. This theme is mentioned as FoF’s Need in
monetizing Content related data within 4C Internet BM.
There was considerable emphasize on importance of the case company’s need to
access internal data like different production lines by understanding who owns and
can monetize content extract value from accessible data.
“SMD line don’t give requested data in concerning digital twin, protecting their
own right and just focusing on their own think and don’t understand what could
be done with data.”
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“access to each data base (silos) is quite restricted, because the number one
priority is that the system works and we keep integrated so we don’t danger the
performance of the factory by allowing everybody access to data, that is the
challenge we are facing, so "getting direct access to data is difficult and
restricted.”
The amount of access to internal data affect the uO’s ability in monetizing the
accessible resources through communication with stakeholders. Therefore, the
emerged theme could be considered as Commerce related need of the factory case.
According to findings in this type, FOF’s demand to having reliable access to
internal data and high quality connection and content services, support the idea that
uO as Business Product type has dominant access to rich resources that through them
is able to response to all those needs. In this type, uO as Local Turn Key Integrator or
Service Provider will provide the FoF with complete solution by combining all the
resources focusing on Inside. On the other hand, FoF has everything under control
and supported by particular service provider.

5.3.2 Type B: Component Business
The next potential business opportunity for uOs in context of FoF named
‘Component Business’. In this type (figure 14), resources or services separately come
from several partners to meet the demands of FoF in collaborative way (Amit & Han,
2017).

Figure 14 uO as component business
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In this type uO play its role as local 5G socket and through partial solution, leave in
peace with other providers without interface with them. All services are separate
components, which are not directly dependent to each other. Despite uO is highly
compatible to undertake such role, findings show that there is low interest or concern
in this area.
This business opportunity is come out based on both Needs and Resources of FoF,
related to Context, Content and Commerce layers of 4C BM.
Emerged themes in Context Related Needs and Resources
In Context layer, again Need to High Quality Connection & Context Specific
Services in different places comes out. Reliable connectivity for devices
communication and exchanging data between them in FoF context and demand for
(local) content specific services providing by third party is increasing.
“If you have 1000 employees and you connect each of them with some wearable
so on, then you start to have lots of mobile type of needs.”
“If connection is not working, that location loosing capacity basically.”
As Resources, there are numerous devices inside factory, which huge data generated
from connected machines in automation line are mentioned as Internal Data Access
in Context and Content layer of 4C BM.
“…in sub floor layer devices, clients and end users are…”
Emerged themes in Content Related Needs and Resources
Content related requirement (Needs) in type B is more rooted in collaborative
mindset compare with that of type A and it is the case company who chose which
content related services be provided with whom. Therefore, Communication & data
exchange/Sharing and Spatial/Tailored Content Requirements are next emerged
theme, which could be fall under collaboration feature of relationship mentioned by
Amit and Han (2017).
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“Data which is generated by machines is owned by production manager of that
factory in [the case company].”
“If we decide to outsource something, we need to give data that they can work
with…”
“You need edge computing, so there is some local processing or place to store in
local application and not all the data in the factory can go to the external cloud.”
The findings show that there is not clear line between potential business
opportunities emerging for uOs and emerged themes as well and some overlaps is
inevitable. As Content related Resources show, there are many connected machines
in automated manufacturing which are able to create valuable data as resource on one
hand. Therefore, the Internal Data Access is possible and emerged as content related
resource in the case company.
“…we have almost 2000 indoor positioning system and when you buy new stuff,
usually add 40-50 devices.”
“…production floor include labeling machines, automatic optical inspection,
testing unit packs, automatic assemblies and some manual works.”
On the other hand, considerable potential for “High Quality Connection And Content
Specific Services” providing by uO through platform business opportunity for uOs
(described in next section) is highly increased and enabled valuable opportunity for
uOs to undertake a role between type B and C under Value Co-Creation theme.
“For automation line we have, there are most likely lot of communications
happening inside of the line.”
“official strategy in [the case company] is that don’t slice the spectrum, slice the
networks and slicing is would be take 5-10years, now there is a window for uO
before the networks will be end-to-end slice and fully virtualized and flexible.”
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Emerged themes in Commerce Related Needs
Concerning the Commerce layer of 4C BM, uO is able to connect suppliers and
customer’s information system and monetize collected data by serving probable
services. The spatial/Tailored Content Requirements, which mentioned as emerged
theme in content related needs, could be monetized in Commerce layer.
“There are building centralized locations for relevant-real time production
data and we selected as our cloud provider in digital twin project.”

5.3.3 Type C: Platform Business
Platform type of business is the most probable emerging business opportunity for uO
in context of FoF. Findings indicate that considerable Needs and Resources of FOF
are categorized in this type of uO role. Therefore, our findings support what Amit
and Han (2017) claimed that this type more and more adapted by firms in digital age
(Amit & Han, 2017, p. 233). In This type (figure 15) uO could be a platform for
communication and data exchange between VCCs in two-side market.

Figure 15 uO as plaftom business

In this type, one VCC needs somethings and another VCC provide something. Then
uO plat its decisive role by bridging sides together and provide best possible way of
doing business. Therefore, it helps in harmonizing and managing this coming
together. It is the most fit value configuration for uO, which would be the basic BM
of uO in FoF context. In this type, resources are coupled by outsiders and bring up
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ecosystem through bringing parts together and enabling novel platform business for
uOs. Keep on it, the identified needs and resources have organized based on 4C
Internet business model layers, which include the emerging themes discussion as
follows.
Emerged themes in Context Related Needs and Resources
Concerning context related Needs, since the FoF would be an almost fully connected
factory through wireless network, the needs for connection and content specific
services within manufacturing main processes like Manufacturing Operations and
Maintenance processes will increase. Service providers like uOs could serve such
services offering Network as a Service for instance and by bridging FoF and other
related VCC and support the networking needs of FoF to become more automated
Therefore High Quality Connection & Content Specific Services theme is emerged.
“…Building wireless connectivity by putting more wireless into the
production…we have

had to run our own network which is connected

factory…we have had to turn into …guide to get some kind of services as we need
there, networking as service.”
“..Automating the work and increase efficiency.”
Next theme that came out from collected data was Need to Communication & data
exchange/Sharing. Findings show that communication & data exchange with
stakeholders is highly crucial aiming at fully connected FoF and the concerns.
The case company in its use cases is able (Resource) to track moving equipment
through exchanging data within digital twin and enable automatic connection of
equipment with other devices in new position. In the large scale, other players in
ecosystem aligned with FoF requirements would provide such services.
As can be seen, concept of FoF cannot reach its goal without collaboration with other
VCCs. Service providers easily could meet FoF’s Context specific Needs. The
findings support the ecosystemic mindset of businesses in digital age argued by
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Ahokangas et al. (2017) that companies open their boundaries toward collaboration.
The case factory could buy a platform service and extract value from data through
collaboration with third parties. Therefore, the next theme around Extracting Value
from Data emerged.
“… is easier to start working and developing things in factory where you have all
the things in your hands, but real value comes from out from factory, from supply
chains …”
The last founded theme related to Context layer was Need for Data Quality in
context of FoF. As mentioned above, since FoF is fully connected and automated
factory, high quality data could be considered as its lifeblood. The concept of data
quality is a broad topic per se and indicators like Accuracy, Timeliness,
Completeness and Consistency are introduced by (Ballou & Pazer, 1985).
“SMD process is automated, so need reliable on time data.”
“Get more useful data (data quality) which is challenge.”

Emerged themes in Content Related Needs and Resources
The amount of Openness in data sharing is a decisive factor in efficient cooperation
between value co-creators. As mentioned before, sharing base economy is growing in
digital age and decrease the need for assets (Data) ownership (Stephany, 2015). On
the other hand, novel opportunities emerge for new players (like uOs) in ecosystem
and result in novel revenue from underutilized and shared data.
“the current way that [the case company] works is that has isolated systems for
some soft wares and when need to update, you need to go to every place and do
updates for soft wares…they need to moves out of the connectivity but more in
the cloud side of activity.”
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“What data we could share with [Industrial Robots Manufacturer], they could do
with that data that we cannot to and improve performance… We don’t have any
strategy for sharing data in manufacturing for instance, we would define.”
Data findings show a considerable Needs and Resources of FoF concerning Content
related issue. The amount of content related needs and resources was interestingly
higher than other issues. On the other hand, the Type C was the most argued type of
business for uO. Therefore, all emerged themes came out in this layer as described
below.
High Quality Connection & Content Specific Requirements in which the case
company is willing to buy a platform for services like Cloud to automate the work
and increase efficiency through reliable and on time data exchange. One of the
clearly disused Content related need was traceability of components and inventories
in various locations within production line. The case company’s need is not restricted
to just finding the components or inventory, rather the case company is looking for a
service that preventing failures.
“We have lack of traceability and a lot of work at the moment and how we could
beat by using mobile or network…”
“optical in end of SMD proceed alarm that component z is moved to wrong
position and operator wants to know what part of placement processes did this to
repair and put it back in the process…finding these is not enough, because we
don’t want to see this repeating, what we can do.”
Consequently, two new themes which are closely related to previous them are
disclosed which named External Data Access and data Ownership related issues.
Both themes are really expand areas, which calls for more in detail investigation.
Access to third party’s owned information (Need) is extremely valuable for the case
company and mentioned several times by expert as important concern. The case
company believes that IT landscape in FoF is changing the way of data ownership
and managing it. The terms like My Data, Me Data and Our Data discussed as
various types of data ownership in digital age.
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“Getting data from machine owners is difficult/don’t give full access/ Bad
API/keeping from probable damage/protecting 3rd party.”
The case company is aware that service providers have huge amount of shareable
data based on their own strategies for collecting and sharing data. The case company
has huge amount of owned data as well (Resource). These could be seen as resource
for the case company’s need.
“Sensor providers have their own method to collect and provide data.”
In addition, the content specific requirements discussed between different segments
within particular production line. Need for a player as mediator, platform and
manager of Communication and Data Exchange among devices in the most proper
way is growing. This type of players mentioned by the case company experts as
‘Middleware’. Despite the fact that the case company is using such mediators (as
resource) in use cases, looking at big scale for a fully connected future factory, such
decisive role will be more complex and needs for such content, context and
connection specific service provider dramatically will increase. Therefore, an
emerging business opportunity for uOs could be taken into account.
“In between subfloor and MES system we have connectivity, there are couple of
middleware we have testing platform for the mobile network…”
“From MES System to ERP level, there is second middle ware here which [the
case company] application Integration platform (NAIP-owned and homemade)
that has roughly 160 different use cases (this is only one of them this MES
interface).”
As can be seen, the case company is planning to benefit from sharing economy and
increase its openness in collaboration with other VCCs in ecosystem. The case
company is interested to increase the integration between partners through sharing its
under control information. They have some initial Resources to meet mentioned
needs and trying to expand it. They have considerable amount of valuable data from
various automated devices and feedback information from customers as well. On the
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other hand, other VCCs robots providers has huge amount of valuable data for
themselves, which could be exchange and create value.
“Outsource something…[the case company]need and provide 3rd party with
shared data /enhance efficiency… [Industrial Robots Manufacturer] robots
sharing data, at least for integrate partners we are sharing it.”
“Defining strategy for sharing data within manufacturing processes…shift from
conservation toward sharing data especially product related data… In terms of
SMD, are we not willing to share data with SMD machine providers or
maintenance... we need to open up the interfaces.”
"Suppliers are changing, they provide open interface to tackle such issues, but we
are not yet there, they are opening up… there are of cores suppliers which
having so specific short way they. Can still think that if we give this ourselves, the
customer will come and order project to get the data, but then less and less the
supplier doing that,…they open up how to get/call and store the data…also SAP
doing like this but it’s not moving so fast forward…”
Since huge amount of data is internally and externally accessible, the concerns like
what FoF really Need, when need it, what store where, what to do, all of this kind of
topics are coming on the table, which means how to govern data. The case company
mentioned that they. The case company suffer from lack of a single system that
everyone has access to it. Despite the case factory is equipped by some middleware
adequate reporting systems (Resources) to enhance the information flow, face
difficulties because of data separation-especially in process level of manufacturing-,
data variation and different places that different data is stored. Therefore, next crucial
theme came out as Data Governance in content layer of 4C BMs.
“…data variation and difficulties in separation between multiple customers/in
different locations… different data stored in several places (not so many but
some level yes).”
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Next theme that can be seen as falling under high quality connection and content
specific services Need, but due to the fact that data shows some more focused
attentions toward local specific content, the theme Spatial/Tailored Content
Requirements appeared. The case company requires real time and location specific
data for successfully applying some services like private network.
“in discussion with CSPs (communications service providers) related to private
network, they say that most probably there would be the private network, but they
debt that managing those networks themselves…would be nice that some IT
providers manage it...uOs!!!”
The demand and importance of high quality data is dramatically increasing in FoF
context and fifth generation of mobile communication (5G) with ability to connect
billions of devices will address today’s versatile location specific demands of vertical
sectors and take care of communication requirements of FoF by ensuring quality,
security and safety. As mentioned before, various indicators defined in many articled
and different ways. The case company stressed that real time data in second and
milliseconds and reliable data is crucial in FoF context. Therefore, the theme Data
Quality is issued as next content related Needs in Type C business opportunity for
uOs.
“Need for sharing real time transactional data through web services instead of
per day update… Real time data (in seconds not milliseconds yet) is needed
(hours is too late).”
“Video analytics, practically use case over 5G done in manufacturing
environment, this solution is assisting of operates…utilizing real time video
analytics, lead it to the next level and 5G enables just to do…Results are
extremely promising.”
Further, the case company clearly mentioned importance of harmonizing and
managing these coming together in the best possible way. The case company is in
search of filling exist gaps between different segments and some elements like
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production processes Need to be ultra-Lean and very streamlined. Thus, the next
theme came out as Integration requirements
“silos, enterprise data platform for supply chain, they have CRM sys, they know
the customers plus PDM sys there, but al logistic between them still is not there,
meaning production logistic is missing part (but [the case company]have
framework/setup how to do it)…”
The case company is becoming more and more unified factory and enhance the speed
of reconfiguring the manufacturing line through integration of information.
Therefore, an outsider can couple mentioned needs with cloud information
integration (Resources), if the case company outsource this important task. Then
could be considered as novel business opportunity for uOs.
“Now we are testing the factory in a box, by cloud integration, you do not need
to any person in place, you just have different software system in different places
and then you start to integrate those information together and that’s creating lots
of speed to reconfiguring the manufacturing line.”
Despite the case company has applied adequate systems like Cloud to simplify data
flow between different systems to enhance processes in Digital Twin project, it is
mentioned that there are difficulties in processing as mentioned in needs.
“Collected data utilize for analytics, why the certain result in failure happen
/how you set the components between different factories in china and India…
(greenbelt project) they can compare processes which processes is better do
this.”
The case company is aware that how analyzing gathered data could result in
production lines enhancement and create value. The case company is in search of
extract value from underutilized data. Therefore, the Content related Needs of
Extracting Value from Data theme appear in discussions.
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“…existing machines are generating lots of data which is basically underutilized,
we are not pulling all the possible value from that weather is quality control,
whether is using it real time to optimize performance or something like that… so
there is data already we are not using.”
Aligned with above-mentioned strategy, the case company has considerable attention
toward data storage in various type like visual data (Resources) and keep them up to
date to turn huge volume of accessible data into more useable form for different
segments. It is undeniable that technologies like 5G and Cloud Computing play their
crucial role in this aim and uO in 5G context is able to provide most proper content
as agile service provider in versatile contexts.
“We have library that 3D model of most of the machines are there that can be
used for visualizations.”
“We’ve done some cases that how you actually turn the data from the machines
to more useable for mobile use.”
Emerged themes in Commerce Related Needs and Resources
The Commerce layer of 4C BMs concerns ability to monetize the lower layers
resources (Connection, Content and Context) and activities related to ongoing
communications (Ahokangas et al., 2016a, p. 146). Data shows four Commerce
related themes appear in FoF resources including Eternal Data Access, Data
Ownership, Data Quality and Extracting Value from Data. Since the Commerce
related needs and resources were in common with that of Content, the author avoids
repeating it and just named the emerged themes. Indeed, the findings indicates that
the case factory is in search of monetizing what is mentioned in common with
content related needs to optimize the performance.
“…existing machines are generating lots of data which is basically underutilized,
we are not pulling all the possible value from that weather is quality control,
is using it real time to optimize performance or something like that… so there is
data already we are not using.”
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5.3.4 Type D: Supplementary Business
This type which is proposed as Bridge Provider role of firm by Amit and Han (2017)
is applicable in two-side market as well (Amit & Han, 2017). In this study, the type
D is named Supplementary Business type for uOs in FoF context (figure 16).

Figure 16 uO as supplementary business

This type enable making money and cash from other businesses. Resources and
needs are coupled by (more) outsider player in ecosystem without direct care of type
of needs and resources. In this type, different type of monetizing is possible for uO
by just taking part of money and serving needs that are outside of factory context. In
current stage seems that the type D is not exist or possible for uO rather in close
collaboration with dominant players like ERP and SAP service providers. Therefore,
uO could be the google of manufacturing world in and in so generic type of platform.


Emerged themes in Context and Content Related Needs and Resources

In terms of Context related Needs and Resources, disclosed that the case company is
willing to benefit from data gathered through fully connected FoF equipment and
extract valuable information from it. So aligned with Ahokangas et al. (2016a)
findings, uO could play its decisive role and provide a relevant context for the
content and the theme Extracting Value from Data came out.
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“…So the future factory would be as flexible as possible and you can connect all
the equipment wireless to central system… Where the value is in the data…”
The only emerged theme concerning Needs of type D was Extracting Value from
Data. Content related needs and resources identified by the case company, is that the
case company is in search of novel way to extract value from underutilized data
(Need). The case company is planning to apply different types of data monetizing in
future and scale up it.
“… We hope to enable some future use cases such as further analytics, machine
learning and AI solutions, we want extract value, so storing the data is not point,
we have some business targets, we are not just doing study...”
From the case company standpoint, MES is a golden mine because have access to
many of dominant players in FoF context and believes access and analyze of such
Resources (big data) will open up novel opportunities in the future. The uO could
benefit from such golden Resources through close collaboration with such
information system providers and provide FoF with content and local specific
demands. Therefore, External data access theme emerged.
“MES is gold mine for the data, because they are working out with [the case
company], …, they have all these industry players, so the data what they get from
demand, of course they are not able to share, but having only analytics around it
is quite interesting part.”
Due to the fact that several aspects of Internet BMs within needs and resources of
FoF case analyzed to explore potential business types for uO, complex outcomes
achieved and some of identified categories appear overlapping each other. The data
structure of this research adjusted according to Gioia methodology illustrated in
Figures 17 and 18.
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Figure 17 Summary of the data structure of FoF needs
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Figure 18 Summary of the data structure of FoF resources
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As can be seen, the most probable business opportunity for uOs could be in type C,
“uO as Platform Business” and in future more close to type D, “uOs as
Supplementary business” somewhere between type C and D. There is always a
degree of uncertainty surrounding the future of factories and their adoptability in
digital age. But it cannot be denied that there is increasing scientific evidence that
businesses are willing to work in more collaborative manner with other stakeholders
in ecosystem and benefit from share economy principle. Table 4 shows the
distribution of items related to needs and resources in each 4C layer according to
findings.
Table 4 Distribution of items related to needs and resources in each 4C layer
Subject

Needs

Resources

The number of emerged themes (11 at all and 7 in common)

7

7

Number of Connection items related to needs and resources

7%

0

Number of Content items related to needs and resources

68 %

90 %

Number of Context items related to needs and resources

23 %

10 %

Number of Commerce items related to needs and resources

2%

0

Considering all mentioned aspects, this chapter has widely presented the findings
from the empirical data. In next chapter as final section of this study provides
discussions and conclusion discussions around research questions and chapter will
end up with theoretical and Managerial Implications of the Study.
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6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The objective of this dissertation was to establish potential business opportunities for
uOs in FoF context. This study has provided a theoretical framework of potential 5G
uO business opportunities considering the 4C layers related needs and resources of
FoF. The concept of uO identified and its capabilities is taken into account
throughout the study. In following chapter, first the research questions are answered.
Contribution and implications of this study from both theoretical and managerial
standpoint is discussed. Next validity and reliability of findings are analyzed. In the
last subchapter, study limitations and suggestions for future investigations is
presented.
The main objective of study was to explore emerging business opportunities for new
players like uOs through identifying, matching and bridging the need and resources
in vertical sectors like FoF. The main research question was “What alternative value
configurations could emerge for 5g uO in factory of future context”. In order to
answer main research question and uncover the rationale behind the emerging
alternative value configuration for uO, supportive sub-questions have been
developed.
The first sub-questions was what are the main resources and need of connection,
content, context and commerce layers among main manufacturing processes in
factory context?
Answering to first question necessitate identifying needs and resources of FoF case.
On the other hand, uOs as new players in 5G context are able to provide sort of
services to meet FoF’s Needs. Next, since the FoF is combination of internet-based
production and business, identified needs and resources within main manufacturing
processes are be classified based on 4C Internet BM to clarify them in each layers.
There is increasing scientific evidence that digitalization has changed the type and
scope of needs which are addressable (Amit & Han, 2017) and resources which are
accessible in order to value creation, broader the range of partners as well (Prahalad
& Ramaswamy, 2004) . Due to the fact that Data could be considered as one of the
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most decisive resources of businesses in digital age, findings are aligned with the
mentioned claim and show that the main concern of digital businesses like FoF is
that how create value from huge amount of data which controlled by FoF or other
stakeholders. Majority of identified needs were related to ‘Content’ specific
requirement that means second layer of 4C BM (Content) is more concerning for
FoF. This is compelling evidence for what Ahokangas et al. (2016a) expected for
future role of uOs in Industrial verticals, where they mentioned high connectivity
requirement of machine-to-machine communication for content such as processing or
producing big data (Ahokangas et al., 2016a). FoF is in search of content specific
services through reliable connection, which is an invaluable opportunity for uO to
serve as service provider. Due to the fact that the concept of FoF is not fully
happened in case factory, the scope of research limited to under test use cases which
includes ‘manufacturing operations’, ‘inventory tracking’ and ‘quality management’
processes. The processes like ‘maintenance’ and ‘environmental, health and safety’
is not discussed because the research has been done in level of use cases.
Content related needs (68%) and resources (90%) as dominant concern and discussed
issue by the case company could be rooted in importance of data flow (above the
connection) within FoF context. According to Shrouf et al. (2014), cloud computing
of big data within FoF, will improve manufacturing processes and result in value
creation and profound opportunities for factory and add value based on collected data
(Shrouf, Ordieres, & Miragliotta, 2014) and the case company is aware about it. The
next most stressed area from the case company side concerning 4C BM was FoF’s
Context related needs (23%) and resources (10%) among all extracted data. Wirtz et
al. (2010) define the context related Internet BM as enabler for sorting and
aggregating available information to increase transparency and reduce complexity to
help various internet users (Wirtz et al., 2010). In context of FoF, the
location/context specific information could be available for uOs to make revenue
stream. Ahokangas et al. (2016a) proposed location data as a context aiming at
manufacturing processes management (Ahokangas et al., 2016a) which result in
appropriate opportunities for uOs providing context specific services. Many different
context specific needs are discussed by the case company like external cloud for
remote controlling and digital twin in logistic. Therefore uOs, which are able to serve
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variety of local /context specific demands, could benefit from such open gaps in FoF
context.

The second sub question was what are potential business opportunities for uO come
from various combinations of resources and needs in factory context and which roles
uO can take in FoF value network?
The findings related to first question will apply to answer the second one. The first
question provides considerable evidence that Content and Context related issues are
domain and stressed areas concerning FoF needs and resources within manufacturing
processes. The second question is in search of emerging business opportunities for
uOs through novel combination of identified needs and resources. To identify the
business opportunities for uOs, it could be noteworthy to understand what is uOs
abilities to serve FoF and how is able to do business through them. Some key
features like fast deployable and resilience, able to provide hosted local connectivity
and locally tailored content, ability to work as close, open or neutral host to serve
services, booster of local service, complimentary and competitor of dominant
traditional stakeholders (Ahokangas et al., 2017; Matinmikko et al., 2017a) proposed
in literature. The findings in line with limited uO related literature indicates that there
are valuable opportunities for uO as agile service provider in context of FoF.
Since real-time information and optimal operation in flexible ways is essential part of
future service oriented factories that requires information flow via all layers from the
shop floor up to the business process level (Colombo & Karnouskos, 2009), research
findings illustrates considerable evidence of such requirements like data quality.
Some technologies as cloud computing which is in search of extracting valuable
information from huge amount of heterogeneous data could be consider as a decisive
factor in FoF context. On the other hand, the uO as entity that combines connectivity
with specific content services in spatially confined domains like FoF, is able to
benefit from such business opportunities to facilitate the progress of traditional
factories toward fully connected FoF. The result of this dissertation indicate that
there are considerable demands from case factory, which could be met by uOs
discussed in detail in chapter five.
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Business opportunities create and deliver value for stakeholders (Ahokangas et al.,
2016b) and “BM are not conceivable without business opportunities” (Iivari 2016, p.
56). Potential business opportunities for uOs are tested earlier within different
context. Ahokangas et al. (2016a) identified business opportunities within 4C layers
in different domains like Public, Commercial and Industrial domain categorized
based. Findings from industrial domain build foundation of this research by
proposing business opportunities like providing machine-to-machine and IoT
Connectivity, processing and producing big data as Content, location specific data as
Context and serving customer/supplier services as Commerce kind of business within
manufacturing context. In line with mentioned research, this study continued to
search for emerging opportunities in more focused manner (case study) to test and
complete previous results by adding novel combinations of needs and resources
factor in 4C model.
The potential business opportunities of uOs proposed for local service delivery in 5G
context “including the provisioning of hosted local connectivity to all MNOs in
specific locations, operation of secure networks for vertical sectors specific use and
offering of local tailored content and services” (Matinmikko et al., 2017a, p. 69). The
findings of this study is aligned with mentioned study which could be conclude that
regardless what is the context of business, it’s possible for uOs to play their role. Due
to the fact that uOs are able to support broad variety of context specific requirements,
there would be numerous alternative business opportunities for uOs in various
industrial verticals.
To find the novel combination of needs and resources, this study has tested distinct
means (four types) of value creation in digital age identified by Amit and Han
(2017). The four introduced types developed for businesses in digitally enabled
world. The findings agree with Amit & Han (2017), demonstrate that the introduced
types of value creation in digital age, are applicable by uOs in context of FoF. Taking
into account characteristics, abilities and restriction of uOs, mentioned prototypes are
tested, localized and proposed according to context specific requirements and
possibilities. Therefore, renamed to more proper and context related terms. Although
the findings illustrate traditional business opportunities for uO as Product Business
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(the simplest combination of needs and resources) and Component Business as well,
lowest attention from the case company side in these kind of businesses indicates the
fact that digital age change the way of doing business. It is undeniable that traditional
ways of doing business still exist and are applied in digital age, but are not sufficient
ways of doing business any more.
According to the findings, the most probable role for uO with significant business
opportunity is the role of uO as platform type of business. In addition, as indicated in
table 4, the majority of discussed needs and resources of factory case are Content and
Context specific that demonstrate the remarkable match with uO as platform type of
business. The uO as platform is quite similar to type C proposed by Amit & Han
(2017) which has been increasingly adopted in digital age named firm as transaction
enablers. Despite findings show that the most probable business opportunity for uOs
is platform type of business, to avoid the cherry picking phenomenon, its expected
that uO will undertake its duties in much flexible ways than four distinct proposed
value creation means by Amit & Han, rather the scope of business opportunities
could be somewhere between distinct types. This claim rooted in the fact emerged
from the data. Focusing on distinct prototypes like Firm as integrator, limits the
ability of uOs where is able to co-create value through more complex type of
businesses. This is exactly what Amit & Han (2017) stating that in practice
combination of what they developed as distinct prototypes is observed and are more
illustrative rather than being exhaustive (Amit & Han, 2017). Therefore, the most
probable business opportunity for uOs in context of FoF could be something more
than Type C in combination with type A or B to be more close to type D in future.
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Figure 19 Mixed type of business for uO

as can be seen in figure 17, requirements for spatial/tailored content specific services,
high quality and reliable connection and content related services could be considered
as initial and common issues between types A, B and C. It means that uOs are able to
benefit from emerged business opportunity in alternative ways like as Type C in
combination with Type A, as Type C in combination with Type B, as Type C in
combination with Type A and B or as each type separately (Seven different potential
business opportunity). Therefore, there are several alternative opportunity for uOs to
meet particular demands of FoF using accessible resources through types A, B, C and
D or combination of them to provide particular services. The summary of alternative
value configurations for each emerged theme has proposed in table 5.

Table 5 Alternative emerging value configurations for 5GuO based on emerged themes
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While where the communication and data exchange, access to external data, data
ownership, integration requirements and data quality and governance are matter, uOs
as service providers are not able to support such demands through traditional types of
business like type A & B. Rather, through business platform (Type C), uOs by
providing reliable communication and data exchange platform are able to address
FoF’s requirements. Finally, where the FoF is in search of extracting novel values
from available data, the next type (D) in which uOs would serve needs that are
outside of factory context and act as google of manufacturing world could be
considered. The amount of complexity and accessibility to resources dramatically
increase moving from Type A toward Type D (see figure 20) and uOs are able to
serve between multi markets instead of one particular market in traditional side.

Figure 20 The distribution of alternative value configurations emerging for 5g uo based on
emerged themes

To sum up, the theoretical framework of resource configuration in a digitally enabled
world (data as resource in this study) presented by Amit& Han (2017) is modified
and customized based on context requirements and complete with 4C layer BM
distribution alongside emerging business opportunities for uOs in FoF context
(Figure 21)
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Figure 21 Modified framework

6.1

Theoretical Contribution

The findings from this study shows considerable theoretical contribution introducing
novel things to offer to existing literature from various aspects. To begin with, the
business opportunity study discussed by Ardichvili et al. (2003) propose that
opportunity is the chance to meet a market need through a creative combination of
resources to deliver superior value. They identified two concept of ‘opportunity
recognition’ as sensing the market needs and underemployed resources, discovering
novel fit between heretofore separate needs and resources and ‘opportunity
development’ as a continuous, proactive process essential to the formation of a
business (Ardichvili et al., 2003). Amit & Han (2017) similarly followed the same
logic aiming at introducing novel way of resource configuration in digital age. What
they proposed is not context specific, rather is overall approach toward novel value
creation of ‘born in cloud’ businesses. This study by choosing the concept of
business opportunity from Ardichvili et al. (2003) and combining it with findings
from latter study, tested it in industrial vertical context. The result of this dissertation
can be used to create more refined description of emerging business opportunities for
new players in context of FoF. In addition, where the findings show that uO is able to
play its flexible role by combination of emerging business opportunities in
collaboration of multi-side market players to serve properly, support the concept of
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Opportunity Development argued by Ardichvili et al. (2003) in one hand and what
Amit and Han claimed about digital businesses on the other hand in which businesses
should propose their values align with emerging business opportunities. In other
word, the findings corroborate former researches stating that uOs are able to propose
their value according to business opportunities. In addition, opportunities should be
made as claimed by Ardichvili et al. (2003) and where the value creation capability
(of uOs) is defined and market (FoF) needs is identified, the business formation is
possible. This study’s findings support the development processes of opportunities
by proposing alternative business opportunities for uOs by considering needs of FoF
and capacities of itself.
Besides, this study offer a novel concept to layer model of 4C typology of Internet
BMs proposed by Yrjölä et al. (2016) pointing out that there is a positive correlation
between the amount of digitalization of FoF and movement of FoF needs from lower
layers toward upper layers. In other word, where the factories have traditional
production business with inward attention and simple operation in one side market,
the needs are limited in lower layers of 4C typology of Internet BMs. The same logic
can be seen moving towards digital age supplementary businesses with outward
attentions operating in complex multiple sides market that the needs move toward
upper layers mostly in content and context layers of 4C typology of Internet BMs.
Concerning importance of efficient resource exchange –Share economy- in digital
age, the findings show a considerable emphasis on it from FoF side. For instance, the
themes like need for communication & data exchange and external data access refer
to importance and willingness of FoF to exchange the resource (data in this study) to
benefit from resources which owned by third parties and is out of FoF’s control.
Accordingly, the findings are aligned with (Stephany, 2015)’s claim in which
propose that sharing base economy is growing in digital age and decrease the need
for assets (Data) ownership.
Next, Walia (2016) has defined potential value network configuration through
techno-economic analysis of 5G local area access in industrial machine-to-machine
communication. He proposed connection level uO driven value network
configuration as functional value network architecture for the FoF. He indicates that
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uO driven value network configuration organized by Industry, uO and mobile
network operator which industry will be dependent on uO for local area
communication. The proposed techno-economic architecture could be considered as
connection layer requirements which be met through uO as Component Business role
(Type B) of emerging opportunities in context of FoF. The dissertation findings also
add significant value to Walia’s study by adding Content, Context, and Commerce
related requirements through three types of business opportunities (B, C and D) for
uOs in FoF context.
Finally, despite the novel concept of uO is quiet premature with couple of
investigations done in recent years, a considerable knowledge about its abilities and
shortcomings extracted within different context in digital age. Ahokangas et al.
(2016a) investigated on future uOs BMs in public, commercial and industrial
contexts and suggested-not in detail-possible BMs for uOs in 5G network. This study
could shed a light to mentioned study by adding granular description of emerging
business opportunities in industrial context. Matinmikko et al. (2017a) have proposed
emerging business opportunities like offering hosted local connectivity, secure local
network, locally tailored services and my data operator for uOs in mobile business
ecosystem. Both mentioned studies applied 4C Internet BMs for better categorizing
the availabilities in separate layers. Although the research finding in some points
support the previous literature, would complete mentioned studies through
identifying FoF specific emerging business opportunities for uO which is not studied
in detail before. The findings illustrate the most probable business opportunity for uO
in role of uO as platform within FoF ecosystem.
6.2

Managerial Implication

This dissertation’s findings can be utilized broadly by industrial verticals, which are
in search of novel way of value creation in digital businesses. The results are
applicable to all industrial segments moving toward FoF. According to findings,
there are considerable business opportunities for uOs, which are able to serve
industrial verticals by Connection, Content, Context, and Commerce related services.
Although the concept of uO is focused in this study, its noteworthy that the role of
uO could be undertake by any stakeholders in FoF context including Content
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providers, Facility owners, device and equipment vendors and so on. Therefore, the
founded result raise the business opportunities for a broad group of players. More
precisely looking, the findings illustrate the majority of emerging positions in a
highly collaborative type of business around the content and context related
requirements in FoF context. Although its undeniable that connection requirement is
foundation of content, context and commerce business related requirements (upper
layers in 4C BM), the results show that studied case factory is almost provided by
reliable connection between devices and currently, Content and Context related
businesses are objects of the case company. Therefore, the case company could be
considered as ‘pioneer’ company in transforming traditional manufacturing into FoF.
Managers, should precisely measure the placement of their factory concerning such
transformational journey before applying the result of this study.
In addition, the proposed alternative business opportunities for uOs indicates that
there are several ways of value creation for all players, which alternatively could be
applied depends on context.

The context of FoF covers a wide variety of

phenomenon and illustrates a fully automated and connected manufacturing
processes and value network. Requirements of such extremely big area are not
distinct and easily measureable. This study illustrate that Content and Context related
needs like access to reliable data are crucial in FoF context. Therefore, service
providers with focus in mentioned areas, will able to co-create value within
ecosystem.
6.3

Evaluation of the Quality of the Study

The evaluation of a research is possible through the assessment of reliability and
validity of its findings. In terms of judging the quality of a case study research, it can
be tested using four tests, which are common in social science including Construct
validity, Internal Validity, External Validity, and Reliability (Yin, 2009). In this
research, although the source of data is mainly come from a workshop and not
multiple resources, due to the fact that the research investigated under
multidisciplinary 5GuO project, a presentable data base is developed as case study
database and project members as external observer have access to draft from initial
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steps (research plan) to conclusion which can contribute to construct validity and
improve the reliability of case study.
In terms of Internal Validity, since this research is exploratory study in nature, it is
not measurable. Next test is measuring external validity, which refer to knowing
whether a study’s findings could be generalized across other empirical context. One
of the concern in qualitative research that is often problematic, is related to small size
of samples (Bryman & Bell, 2007). However, due to the fact that this study has
proposed quiet well theoretical contributions, the findings are replicable in various
context as discussed earlier.
The last test is Reliability measurement, which demonstrates that the operation of a
study can be repeated with the same results (Yin, 2009, p. 46). In this aim, the
documentation in each step of research processes should be available for other
researchers to investigate on them. As mentioned before, because this research is
investigated in 5GuO project, documentation of each step of project was available
and supervisor and other members of the project in scientific side audit different
stages of research.
6.4

Limitations and Recommendations for Further Research

Limitation is inseparable part of any research and this study is no exception. These
limitations could be rooted in various issues like manner of investigation, reasoning
strategy, data collection, context et cetera. Alongside, lots of inherit limitation of
case study type of research, some particular to this research limitations identified as
well. First, the topic of this study is about a quite novel concept that limited previous
studies were existed. In addition, the topic per se was challenging for researcher
because it was a multidisciplinary research that required deep understanding about
current and future statues of concepts like uO, FoF, Internet BMs, industrial
ecosystem, value network, telecommunication 5G network that still are mostly in
initial steps of development. Therefore, this study covered variety of well-developed
and under development literature which leads to difficulties in proper literature
review.
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Limitations concerning empirical part was mostly about data collection. Contact and
arrangement of meeting with the case company professionals in FoF was not easy
and researcher had not access to them directly and research supervisor or project
manager were able to be in contact with them. In addition, due to the fact that 5GuO
was a multidisciplinary project and the members were mostly in top-level
management position, adjusting a common free time between them was extremely
time consuming and problematic. Therefore, researcher was not able to achieve
complementary data from workshop participant and benefit from multiple resources
like interviews. The scope of this research is limited to ongoing use cases of the case
factory which mostly focused in manufacturing operation processes. While other
processes and micro processes like warehouse operation and maintenance were
outside the scope of this research. Future researches could be conducted focusing in
other areas and compare the results. Since this investigation is conducted in
qualitative manner of research, further studies could apply the quantitative method
and compare and complete this research’s findings. Multiple case studies in larger
samples and different data collection methods can be considered in future studies.
Finally, since the findings demonstrate that Content and Context specific platform
business is the most probable emerging business opportunity of uOs in FoF context,
more precisely investigation in those scopes aiming at clarifying potential businesses
opportunities in these particular areas is suggested.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1 Main Processes and Micro Processes within a Smart Factory

Appendix 1A
Micro Processes of ‘Manufacturing Operations’
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Appendix 1B
Micro Processes of ‘Warehouse Operations & Inventory Tracking’

Appendix 1C
Micro Processes of ‘Quality Management’
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Appendix 1D
Micro Processes of ‘Maintenance’

Appendix 1E
Micro Processes of ‘Environmental, health & safety’
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Appendix 2 Data structure of Needs based on 4C Internet BM

Appendix 2A
Connection Related Needs

Connection Related Needs

FIRST-ORDER CONCEPT

SECOND-ORDER THEME

AGGREGATE
DIMENSIONS

Need to wireless conction inside factory to meet
sensors, robots requirments

Type A

need to more reliable connection

Type A

lack of knowledge about applying Lte between
machines/Lots of machines are not able to connect
under LTE/reinvestment or conect them with some
blocks/LTE is cost efficient/Failures in Cable
replacement cost too much
Need to wireless conction inside factory to meet
mobility requirements

Appendix 2B
Context Related Needs

High quality connection &
content specific services

Type A

Type A

Context Related Needs
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FIRST-ORDER CONCEPT

SECOND-ORDER THEME

Importance of supply change improvement
digitl twin in Logestic
SMD process is automated, so need reliable on time
data
connect all the equipment wireless to central system
in FoF
external cloud for Remote Controlling
IoT of Wifi Devices need wireless network

Communication & Data
Exchange/Sharing

AGGREGATE
DIMENSIONS
Type C
Type C

Data quality

Type C

Extracting value from data

Type D

Extracting value from data

Type C
Type A

Trafic handling in oulu (need to replace with wireless)
controling lots of switches
Iot usecases conection wireless requirements
Different components/Players in Subfloor layer
Mobile connection requirements
automation requirements
Connected factory through wireless network
requirement provide by service providers

Appendix 2C
Content Related Needs

Type A
High quality connection &
content specific services

Type A
Type A
Type B
Type B
Type C
Type C
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FIRST-ORDER CONCEPT

AGGREGATE
DIMENSIONS

Demand for separate services

Type B

Data exchange with value co creators

Type C

Data exchange with value co creators

Content Related Needs

SECOND-ORDER THEME

communication and data exchange between different
segments
lack of communication between The case company
and Machin providores from data sharing perspective
data processing through uO
need to simplify and process the huge data
difficulty in deta separation in process level
need to simplify and process the huge data
Data variation needs to manage
Data Governance
Managing huge amount of data stored in different
places
The case company is in serch of fill the gap of
need to have access and manage data
need to have access and manage data
The case company needs high quality data
The case company needs reliable data
The case company needs real time data
The case company needs real time data
The case company needs real time data
The case company needs real time data
The case company needs to acses to 3rd party data
The case company needs to acses to 3rd party data
The case company needs to acses to 3rd party data
The case company is in serch of extract value from
(underutilized)data
The case company is in serch of extract value from
(underutilized)data
The case company is in serch of extract value from
(underutilized)data
analyzing data demand

Communication & Data
Exchange/Sharing

Type C
Type C

Data Governance

Data Ownership

Data Quality

External Data Access

Extracting value from data

Type D
Type B
Type C
Type C
High quality connection &
content specific services

The case company needs to manage private networks

Type C
Type C
Type C

Local specifi demand, traceability

real time and location specific data demand

Type C
Type D

The case company requires reliable tracabilty of
components in manufacturing line
The case company needs to prevent failures through
inventory tracking

Need to iterative analyse and process optimization
There is restriction in data access to keep system
integrated and safe
The case company dont have access to SDM line data
concerning Digital Twin

Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C

Needs for 'connectivity' and 'Data ownership'
requirements
The case company needs cloud based connectivity to
updat systems

need to harmonizing and managing these
coming together in the best possible way

Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C

importance of reliable local connection

automation requirements

Type C

Type C
Integration requirements

Type C
Type C
Type A

Internal Data Access
Type A
Spatial/tailored content
requirements

Appendix 2D
Commerce Related Needs in Common with Content Related Needs

Type C
Type C
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Commerce Related Needs (In Common with Content)

FIRST-ORDER CONCEPT

SECOND-ORDER
THEME

AGGREGATE
DIMENSIONS

The case company is in serch of fill the gap
Data Governance
of production logestic
need to have access and manage data
Data Ownership
The case company needs reliable data
Data Quality
The case company needs to acses to 3rd
party data
External Data Access
The case company needs to acses to 3rd
party data
The case company is in serch of extract
value from (underutilized)data
Extracting value from
The case company is in serch of extract
data
value from (underutilized)data
The case company is in serch of extract
value from (underutilized)data
There is restriction in data access to keep
Internal Data Access
system integrated and safe
need to save data locally throgh selected spatial/tailored content
service provider
requirements

Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type D
Type A
Type B

Appendix 3 Data structure of Resources based on 4C Internet BM

Appendix 3A
Context Related Resources
SECOND-ORDER
THEME

AGGREGATE
DIMENSIONS

Tracking/Connection data is avalable
in testing area for digital twin

Communication and data
exchange

Type C

Nokia in serch of new ideas

Extracting value from data

Type D

Internal Data access

Type B

Context Related
Resources

FIRST-ORDER CONCEPT

Huge amount of indoor positioning
devices

Appendix 3A
Content Related Resources
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FIRST-ORDER CONCEPT

SECOND-ORDER
THEME

communication between The case company and Machin
providores from data sharing perspective

Type C

Data access

Type C

geografically separate locations are conncted

Type C

information from customers about product
The case company has data that willing to share to enhance

Content Related Resources

AGGREGATE
DIMENSIONS

Type C
Communication and
data exchange

Type C

The case company willingness to share data

Type C

The case company willingness to share data

Type C

The case company's willingness to sharing data is increasing

Type C

Middle ware which can simplify data flow between different
systems
In digital twin project, The case company has adequate
reporting system for different operators (but there is
difficulties in processing as mentioned in needs)
Data governance
The case company utilize data to enhance processes
Middle ware which can simplify data flow between different
systems
factory has huge data
Data ownership
EMS customers information
Sensor providores has their own method to collect and provid
data
External Data access
The case company has ability to collect data from
access to big data in industry by EMS
available data in EMS

Type C
Type D
Type D

Huge amount of data there is

Type C

ability to turn data to more usable

Extracting value from
data

The case company has visual data base
The case company become more and more integrated/High
Integration
speed reconfiguring manufacturing line
requirements
production manager is owner/has access to generated data by
machin in line
Internal Data access
huge data generated from connected machies in automation
line
High quality
connection and
Different components/Players in Second floor layer
content specific
services
fully virtualized network by uO insteed of network slicing
Value co-creatin

Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C
Type C

Type C
Type C
Type C
Type B
Type B

Type B,Type C
Type B,Type C

